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Little Change Is Expected
From Gregory Recount In
Logan, Marshall, Calloway
Political observers in the First District expect little
change in the results of the May 27 primary after a recount is made in three counties. •
First of the vote recounts will be held in Marshall
County on Friday, while recounts will be made this
month in. Logan and Calloway counties:
Requested by defeated, long-time Congressman
Noble Gregory, the recount challenges the vote received by winning candidate Frank Albert Stubblefield by
a close margin of 432 votes. The Stubblefield victor'
over encumben,
t Gregory was unprecedented in a Democratic primary.'
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Dr. Russell Rudd Of Fulton
Heads National Madical Assoc.
The 110th annual convention of
the National Ecletic Medical
Association was held in the Albert
Pik* Hotel in Little Rock May
27-28.
Dr. Russell R. Rudd of Fulton
Is president of the association.
Other officers are Dr. A. F. Murphey, Columbus, Ohio, presidentelect; Dr. J. K. Bailey, 'Miami,
Fla., treasurer; Dr. J. C. Hubbard,
Oklahoma City, corresponding
secretary and editor of the Eclectic Quarterly.
Vice-presidents are Dr. Kalb,
Dr. H. B. Johnson, Hot Springs,
N. M.; Dr. H. C. Smith, Glendale,
Calif.; and Dv. A. R. DeJanis,
North Little Rock.
Plans were made to hold the
next annual convention at Kenlake Hotel at Kentucky Lake.
To climax the convention, members of the association enjoyed
a delicious dinner at a banquet
held at the Albert Pike on May
28.
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McKinney Acreage On Martin Highway
Is Selected For New Siegel Factory Site

Dr. Rudd was accompanied on
the trip by Pete Green of Fulton
They drove to Hot Springs while
An agreement on the location and purchase price of
In Arkansas and also saw the
Nashville Vols win a night game
property in South Fulton for the new Henry I. Siegel
over the Arkansas Travelers at
factory has been reached, The News learned at press-Travelers Field in L,ittle Rock.
time Wednesday.
Dr. Rudd and Mr. Green visitA recotnt of contested ballots District. Stubblefiled piled up
An area of approximately'11.46 acres, located between
ed Sgt. and Mrs. Fred Towles in
in Logan County will begin at 2279 votes to 443 for Gregory in
North Little Rock, and returned
In a major real estate transac- the Park Terrace and the Bo-Peep motels, presently ownRussellville June 16th.
Logan County.
to Fulton on May
tion in downtown Fulton this ed by the McKinney
family, has been selected, and acThe recount originally had been
Governor Chandler has asked
week, the Charlie Scates Stores
asked by John Pasco of Murray, that the
investigate the
announce purchase of the old City cording to a South Fulton official, the deal will be comone of four candidates in the elec- Logan County returns to deterMotor Company building on low- pleted "just as soon as the deed can be drawn up".
tion defeated by Stubblefield, mine Whether there was any vioer Lake Street.
The purchase price, unannouncMurray druggist and a member lation of federal election laws.
The firm will move to its new
ed, was described as being "fair
of the State Railroad Commission.
Charles Weeks, special agent in
building around July 1st, Bobby
and in line" by the official.
Lloyd Watkins, 47, and his son, Scates,
Congressman Gregory, of May- charge of the F-B-I office at
local manager, advised The
Billy, 14, were burned in an acciThe McKinney proliserty has a
field, whom Stubblefield defeat- Louisville, says the results of the
News this week. For the past sevdent at their service station in
frontage on the Martin highway
ed by a narrow 432 vote plurality, investigation have not been reeral years it has occupied quartDukedom Wednesday morning at
of around 600 to 700 feet, and
later asked for the recount in leased.
ers on Church Street.
7:15.
Logan, Marshall and Calloway
the
new Siegel building will be
Chandler had charged that
A
delegation of around thirty
In its new and larger quarters,
Billy is suffering with third
Counties after Pasco withdrew his Logan County had long been
States will not only have more Negro residents of the Mission- built on the, back third of the
degree burns of the body and
request.
known for what he termed "its
display and service room for its ary 'Bottoms section of Fulton acreage, and will face the highburns of the face. His father was
Stubblefield carried only those bloated election returns," adding,
way. A large parking lot will be
appliances
and tire business, but petitioned the Fulton City Counnot burned so badly. Both are
three counties in his victory over "everyone knows their reputation
will also install a sizeable tire re- cil Monday night to provide ex- constructed, and substantial room
patients at Hillview Hospital,
Gregory in the 17-county First down there for vote counting."
capping plant in that part of its tended city water lines into their for future expansion around the
where they were rushed in a
new building formerly used for area, to improve Burns, Ander- new building will be allowed.
Jackson Brothers ambulance.
son, Holder and Huddleston
auto servicing.
Billy's condition is critical. The
During the past year the Lake streets in the area, and to provide
father has second degree burns
Street building has been occupied help in establishing a playground
of both hends.
by the Overby Body Shop and the for the area.
According to a report received
H and M TV Shop, both of which
The delegation spokesman,
by the News, the accident occurrwill be vacating this month.
Mose Patton, Jr., pointed out that
ed in the following manner.
there is inadequate city water for
Mr. Watkins and his two sons,
the area, with some streets havBilly and Larry, 16, were patching no city water protection at all.
ing a tire. The father and Billy
At the South Fulton Council
He also pointed out that 165 chilwere putting the patch on while
meeting
Monday night It was andren
in the area have no organizLarry held a match to melt the
ed place to play, and that if the nounced that the council had aptar to make the patch stick.
A registered Jersey cow and 56 Mo., where he was manager of with Swift and Company in 1933.
city would help out, the residents proved ahd signed a contract with
Larry burned his finger and
gallons of ice cream will be given the dairy and poultry plant for He has been plant superintendent threw the match down. It fell in
would, in turn, do their part to Swift & Co., for the city to furnish the company with gas.
away at 5 p. m. on Friday. June seven years. He returned to Ful- since 1937.
help
get things organized.
a can of gasoline, causing an exA resolution relative to the
6, at the close of the big open ton as manager in 1949 and has
0. L. Lam ascus is chief clerk plosion.
New System Begins
The matters were turned over Siegel factory fund-raising camhouse at Swift and Company's been here since.
and head of the accounting deJune 15; State Hopes To to proper committees for action. paign, expressing thanks to those
new cheese factory here. Also,
Mr Thacker was born and rear- partment He started with Swift
who helped, was passed and copies
there will be door prizes and free ed in Fulton
1939
Muskogee,
in
at
Okla.
Reduce Traffic Deaths
He
and married a local
thisned
samples of ice cream and cheese
will be sent out to those
was
promoted
to
chief
in
clerk
girl, the former Virginia Cathey.
Under a new system of Issuing
concerned.
for everyone attending.
1942 and was transferred to FulBoth attended school here.
driver's licenses beginning June
ton in 1949. He owns his home in
Mayor Milton Counce presentThe open house will be from 10
Mr. Thacker is a member of the South Fulton.
Services for Mrs. Isabel Baty. 15, the State hopes to reduce
ed a letter from the Thorpe Ena. m. to 5 p. m.
Rotary Club, the Masonic Lodge,
who
traffic
was
Saturday
killed
accidents
mornand
deaths.
H. C Riggs, who has charge of
There will be a free Chest X- gineering firm of Memphis, askThousands of farmers from the Chamber of Commerce and the
During June 15-July 31, driv- ray
milk procurement. has been ing at 10. when a farm tractor
Clinic in Fulton County, spon- ing for a gas rate for the Siegel
throughout the Ken-Tenn area the Cumberland
Presbyterian with Swift and Company since overturned and pinend her to the ers with last-name initials of "A"
sored by the Elk's Lodge, obser- Factory, which plans to move to
are expected to visit the new Church. His hobbies are hunting 1937. He was transferred
ground,
held
were
at 2:31 p.
through "K" are required to re- ving the
here
South Fulton. This was turned
following schedule:
plant.
and fishing. The Thackers built in January of this year from
De- Monday at New Hope Methodist new their two-year licenses.
over to'the proper committee for
Under the new system. adopted __Fulton —.6tegel's Factory for further
Manager of the local Swift a new home on Second West in fiance. Ohio, where he had work- Church mar cbastemit „. Glade.
consideration.
Serial.
directisa
under
Jackat
4111681186ramptap
by
eas
—
the
June
1988
t:
ik
Legislature,
plant is A. B.'Mocker. who start- 1941
a
drived in the same position for 18
.
'•siesee,
Mrs. John Noonan appeared beed with the company here when
The plant superintendent is C. years. Re lives in the Country son Brothers Funeral Raoul, was er's eligibility to operate a motor am. to 13 neon; 1 p. m. to 3 p. m.
in
church
eemetery.
the
Health
was
fore
She
the
council
Center:
asking
June
10-11:
that
vehicle
an
9
the plant opened in 1929 Mr R. Crocker, a locab man, who Club Courts here.
is certified by the Dea.
partment of Public Safety before m. to 12 noon; 1 p. m. to 3 p. m. open storm sewer in the ConThacker was here for 10 years, owns his home in Highlands. He
The local Swift plant has ap- 49.
former
The
Fulton
woman
and
it issues him a permanent license.
then was transferred to Dexter, attended school here and started proximately 60 employees here.
Hickman Health Center — June naughton Addition near her home
her husband, Connie Seay, were
be filled with dirt. She said that
Here's the new procedure of 12-13.
planting corn on their farm near' central issuance, according to
in the past two months, two chilEveryone
is
•
invited
to get a dren had fallen into the sewer.
Latham. Tenn., when the mishap Safety Commissioner Don Sturfree chest x-ray. It takes only a
took place The tractor went down gill:
Mrs. Noonan had written Gov.
minute and undressing is not
a 10-foot embankment, then overThe driver applies to the cirFrank Clement concerning the
-jottings from
necessary.
It
is
a
proven
fact
turned.
that
cuit clerk for a license or renewal
matter and he had advised her
The husband had gone after and receives a 90-day permit.. The tuberculosis spreads easily and to contact
Mayor Counce and the
some fertilizer at the time of application, filled out and signed rapidly from one person to
South Fulton Council. She was
another.
Therefore,
it is importthe accident.
by the driver, is sent to the deant that all cases be found to report back the action of the
The Seays formerly operated a partment's Division
of Operator promptly
and as many as possible council Monday night to the govfood locker at Latham.
Responsibility at Frankfort and
Members OK Year's
12 Area Counties
hospitalized. This will help brake ernor.
Other survivors are her parents. is photographed.
The original
. Noonan was told by the
Contract, According
the chain of infection and proWill Receive Total
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny 'Simpson copy is
filed at Frankfort. A portect you, your family and your council that it would not fill in
Chestnut
of
Glade;
two
brothers,
To Bell Official
Of $27,155.19
tion of the photographed copy is
the sewer with dirt and that it
Vasco Simpson of Chestnut Glade
friends.
A Southern Bell Telephone Co. twelve area counties Will re- and Charles Simpson of Chicago: mailed to the applicant's home
could not afford to buy tile to put
You should be x-rayed if you in it.
spokesman said Monday night in ceive $27,155.19 from the Ten- two sisters, Mrs. Laverne Owens address. This is .his driver's
are over 40. You should not be
Atlanta, Ga. the Communications nessee Valley Authority as taxes of Chestnut Glade and Mrs. Tom- license.
The council voted to repair two
This process will enable the x-rayed if you are: pregnant, short streets between Mott
Fulton and South Fulton will Workers of America approved a or payments in lieu of taxes for my Irwin of Knoxville; five nieces
and
under
20,
21-40
and
were
x-rayed
State to consult its "hot file" of
probably never know the far- new one-year contract covering the present fiscal year, which and five nephews.
last year, unless you are referred Thomas Streets. They also were
persons
whose
licenses
reaching publicity it has reeeived 58.000 employes in nine states.
have
been
ends June 30.
in favor of other repairs to certaken away and to refuse re- by a physician or your TB skin tain streets in town.
as a result of its display of comThe spokesman said the comThis is a portion of about $13 Fulton Mentioned
issuance of licenses to them test was positive.
munity spirit last month. Nor will pany received notification from
The council designated five
3
4 million which will be paid to In Tim* Magazine
Licensing now will fit in with the
we ever know what it has done the union that the membership /
legal holidays for the city of
ADMITTED TO HOSrITAL
State's point system, under which
to us collectively and individual- had ratified the contract. Figures states, counties and municipalities
This
week's
issue,
dated
9,
June
South Fulton. They are New
ly in bringing us closer together on the vote were not announced by the TVA and distributors of of Time Magazine mentions an licenses are suspended or revokMrs. Perry Weems was admitt- Years, July 4, Labor Day, Thanksworking side by side for our mu- and union officials could not be TVA power. The total payments drticle we released recently about ed upon accumulation of pdints ed to Hillview Hospital
Tuesday. giving and Christmas.
to Kentucky, including state and
tual interests
reached. far comment
a round-trip to Seattle, Washing- given for violations, Sturgill says.
county
payments,
totals
$682.463.
He
ridd
the
i-that
ability
to deny
Company And union negotiators
ton, for a corpse The little article
Payments by the TVA to seven was entitled "Ghost Rider".
motorists with a history of traffic
I am sure you know that it has reached agreement on the conviolations legal permission to
brought a large measure of na- tract May 22 providing for wage states and 137 counties will be
drive will increase highway safety
tional publicity too and I know increases amounting to more $5,271,907, an increase of $527,materially.
you will want to know the things than five million dollars annual- 508 from the last fiscal year. Payments to states and local governTo prevent counterfeiting, the
that are "cooking" for nod public ly.
license will be photographed on
relations for Fulton.
The contract called for $1 to ments by the municipal and coop•One of the best variety shows hart and Sidney Callihan' will
a special paper and a different
$3 weekly increases based on job erative distributors of TVA powever presented in Fulton is pro- sing a number that is sure to be
Humanity's emergence into the code number assigned
On the community scene as a and town classifications and minor er are estimated at $8.5 million.
to each
space age should be greeted with
mised for the Youth Talent Con- enjoyed. Joe Barnes will amaze
whole the Kentucky Chamber of modifications in work schedules.
TVA payments to area coun- firm assurance of God's unerring driver.
Thursday night at Carr In- and delight you with his daring
The application on file at test
Commerce magazine said that its
Operator pay scales at present ties are: Calloway, $3,922.68; direction and supporting
stitute, sponsored by the Jaycees feats tumbling and high dives.
care, The Frankfort
and
photographed
the
next issue will contain a story range up to about $65 a week Christian, $3,028.08; Fulto n, Christian
and the Fulton Woman's Club. Pianists already signed up for
Science Board of Di- license
carried by the individual
with pictures of local people, re- while instalers and similar work- $219.03; Graves, $4,704.11; Hick: rectors
said Monday
This long awaited event is being the show are James Reed and
garding our factory building ers range from about $45 to a man, $339.00; Livingston, $392.68; Some may view this new age will be up-to-date records on each
held in connection with the Mid- Marion Blackstone. These two
fund. And of course you know faxirnum of $99 per week.
Logan, $8,195.31; Lyon, $488.23; with fear and trembling, but driver. False applications will South Talent Contest of the Midoutstanding young artists will add
that the Commercial Appeal, the
The contract covers workers in Marshall, $2,657.78; McCracken, Christian Scientists vrekome it bring penalties. For instance, if
South Fair in Memphis and will greatly to the night's entertainPaducah-Sun, the Courier Jour- North and South Carolina, Geor- $640.26; Todd, $3,797.77; and and the opportunities that ac- a suspended driver applies falsely for a license, the suspension be the first one of its kind held ment.
nal and other area newspapers gia, Florida, Alabama, Mississip- Trigg, $770.24.
company It, they declared.
in Fulton.
One of the highlights of the
have already carried the story. I pi, Louisiana, Tennessee and
More than 7,000 church mem- period will be doubled. The corThe show will begin at 7:30 p. show will be a
rect
name
group of young
address
and
of
each
have received clippings from Kentucky.
biers from many parts of the world
m. and will be one of great vari- people from Gleason
known as
newspapers from all over the
heard the Directors' message at driver will be on file at Frankfort ety. Among the vocal numbers
The Rythm Rockers.
country telling about our "plight" Wade, Merryman Merge:
the Annual Meeting of The Mother and also on his license. since he will be solos by Sandra Bradley,
and I suppose Paul's mother was
Church. The First Church of can receive a license only through Joan Carter, Nancy Trees, David
Tickets to the show are on sale
moste surprised when the St. Will Open On Main Street
scientist, in Boston, Mass- the mail.
Christ,
Lin Pirtle, Carol Ann Henderson, by members of the sponsoring
Dale
Faughn
of
Fredonia,
a
Joseph (Mo.) News-Press carried
achusetts
Cecil Wade (Wade TV Service)
Patsy Brown, Richard Cardwell, organizations or may be purchasa two-column headline story and Garland Merryman (H and former Cayce teacher, matched
In a ringing addres.s, Mr. Carney
Lutrecia Bennett and Patty Gar- ed at the door, priced at only
correct
answers with two women
about the drive.
told the assembly that vast new
M TV) announced formation of contestants on "The $64,000
gus. In the novelty group will be 50 cents for adults and 25 cents
Chala partnership this week, which lenge" Sunday night, bringing opportunities for service to humanFreddy Fulcher with his guitar, for children.
I think we should be proudest will handle television, appliances
ity are at hand. "It is yielding
Ann Samples with her ukelele
Show your interest in the youth
of all of the story that will appear and records in the location form- about a three-way tie at $16,000. to materiality that blocks our proThere was a large crowd pres- and Jimmy Clark and Billy Sen- of our communities
by attending
The youthful Caldwell County gress," he declared 'The shackles
in the Kentucky Chamber of erly occupied by Bert's Shoe
ent at the South Fulton school sing with their electric guitars. this big event and
applauding for
High School biology teacher and of materiality fall away as we
Commerce magazine because this Store on Main Street.
gymn Tuesday evening to see Dance numbers will include tap your favorite entertainer.
The
Mrs. Myrtle Davis of Buford, Ga., advance spiritually"
magazine reaches industrialists all
The new firm expects to be
Smiley Burnette, cowboy comic and acrobatic numbers by Cathy winner will be given an
all-exover the country. If, as, they say, open in its new location by June and Mrs. Mary T. Cass of El Paso,
movie star, in his one-man Campbell, Mary and Martha De- pense paid trip to the Mid-Sou
and
Tex., answered queries relating to
th
community spirit and attitudes 15th.
ATTEND 4-11 WE=
show.
Myer, Judy Owens, Sally Ann Fair in Memphis and participate
Christ and incidents in His life,
determine the location of an inSeveral from Fulton County
While in Fulton, friendly Smi- Pirtle, Sharrye Johnson and In the contest held there
each
as depicted in famous paintings. were among the 1.400 youngsters
dustry, then we qualify magi*
ley made his headquarters at the Terry Adams. Patty ifixson will year. The winner of the
ENTERS REST ROME
final
cum laud*.
The trio will return to the-CBS- from across the state who regis- Park Terrace Motel and ate his sing and play her own accomrounds at the fair is given $100.00
Mrs. Lula Killebrew was taken TV quiz program next week to tered Tuesday for the 35th an- meals at the Park Terrace Res- psniMent
on the piano. A high in cash and a trip to New York
At the Kentucky Broadcasters from Hillview Hospital to Haws compete at the $82,000 level. Their nual 4-H week at the University taurant. He was driving g pink school Girl's Trio composed
of for an audition on a nation-wide
Continued on Page Six
Rest Home Tuesday.
category is the Bible.
of Kentucky.
Contisesd on Paps Twelve
Ruth Louise Butts, Susan Bus- network TV show.

Scales Buys Lake
Street Building

Father And Son
Burned Wednesday

Registered Jersey Cow, 50 Gallons
Of Ice Cream To Be Given Away Al
Swift's Open House Friday, June 6

City. Help Asked
For Bottoms

State To Issue
Driver Licenses
From Frankfort

Farm Mishap
Kills Woman

Jo's

Can't Fix Sewer,
Council Tells
Mrs. Noonan

Mobile Unit
Coming To Fulton

Southern Bell
TVA To Pay
Pad Has Been
Fulton County
Approved By CWS Amount Of $219.03

Note Book

Great Array Of Talent To Be
Presented At ?kith Contest

Leonard Carney Is
President Of Church

Teacher Ties For
$16,000 On TV Show

Large Crowd Sees
Smiley Burnette

Proclamation:
Fraternal Week

Dairying In General, The Swift Cheese Plant In
Particular, Take The Local Spotlight This Week
June is nationally observed as
"Dairy Month'", but to those of us in
the Ken-Tenn Territory the word
"Dairy".is beginning-to have more of
a personal meaning than ever before.
To begin, it may be interesting to
note that "Old Bossy" produced
around 100 million dollars worth of
milk in Kentucky last year, as the
number of. dairy cows continued on
a steady and consistent growth.
Dairying is considered well adapted to small farms so numerous in
Kentucky. Farmers in this state have
some advantages in costs of production because of plentiful labor, good
pastures and opportunities for winter
grazing.
Kentucky farmers have taken advantage of new and growing markets
for whole milk and have shifted away
from sour cream and butterfat. In
1925 there were no cheese plants and
no evaporated milk and ice cream
manufacturers. Since 1930 there has
been. a decline in the number of
creameries and cream buying stations
and an increase in the whole milk
outlets.
The decline in the demand fcr butter and the enlargement of whole
milk routes and new plants have resulted in a nine-fold increase in milk
sales paralleled by a sharp decline in

butterfat sales.
Various milk buyers in this area,
including our own Pure Milk Company, have long provided a ready
market for dairy farmers. During the
past ten years we have seen more and
more of our good land go into the productive "grassland farming" of pastures, and now a tremendous new era
may be opening for dairy farming in
this area as Swift and Company,opening a major cheese-making plant in
Fulton, offers to buy all of the milk
that can be produced in the area.
That is good news. Grassland farming is good farming, and regular milk
checks, 52 weeks a year, are splendid
and dependable income. We urge
every farmer who is even remotely
interested in producing milk for
Swift to investigate the matter if he
hasn't already done so. Financial assistance in building necessary farm
facilities can be arranged with various firms serving this area, we have
been assured, although Swift is not
in a position to provide such assistance
themselves,
At any rate, be sure to visit the
Swift plans Friday and see their milk
handling process as well as the new
cheese plant in operation. We think
you will be right proud of it and its
big contribution to the farmers of this
area.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Communism And The Public Conscience •
By Robert F. Delaney, Chief,
Central Europe Branch Voice of
America and Editor of
"This is Communist Hungary"
THE JOYS and successes of graduation weeks across the country are
usually not times for serious reflection. Young graduates are understandably too keenly aware of the
significant work behind them rather
than of the significant job ahead.
This year perhaps more than any
other recent year. however, must be
spent in serious self-examination, for
we have at last realized the terrible
import and responsibility of education
and its intimate relationship to national survival.
AN APPROPRIATE theme for
valedictorians and guest speakers
might well be the student and the
commonweal. Such a thesis is no longer a high sounding but somewhat irrelevant theme. It is today a matter
of deadly earnestness and the burden
of this responsibility rests squarely
upon the students, graduates and our
newly budding intellectuals.
For the cause and thrust of communism in all its devious, subtle and,
unfortunately, partially successful
drive, is upon us in its determination
to wrest world domination from the
hands of God to be placed into the
hands of anti-God.
HOW CAN THIS be stopped? How
en we as citizens individually and
collectively measure up to the role we
are expected to play in this serious
hour against a dedicated and atheistic
foe? There is only one sure answer.
We ourselves must be dedicated to the
proposition that religion, freedom,
'family and nation are still the most
important concepts to be found in a
basically Christian civilization such as

make of his life? What sacrifice is he
prepared to undergo to become a crusader for right? It will not be easy,
but nothing worthwhile has ever been
easy.
Today, more than ever before, the
United States government service, as
well as public affairs in general, offers
an unparalleled opportunity for young
men and women to enter the fight
against communism through careers
in the'public interest. For the bidding
banker, salesman, corporation executive, even lawyer, let rue ask the basic
question: where can you serve the
common good the better, in your bank
or in your office, or rather might it
be in the front ranks of our diplomatic
corps, as a nanalyst or right-minded
politician, technician, or perhaps as
a specialist in one of the hundreds of
professions and intellectual disciplines required of your country in its
fight for you and me?
THINK IT OVER. Are you as prepared as a communist is to dedicate
your life to a rigid discipline und to a
career which is devoted to the sustinence of your ideals rather than to the
lining of your pockets? The decision
is yours to make, but one thing should
be remembered: we each have but one
life to lead and one ideal to espouse.
As graduation approaches what will
our decision be? Where will you
stand?
THE TEACHER
It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expres-.
sion and knowledge.
•

—Albert Einstein

Good teachers cost more, but poor
teachers cost most
—Waurine Walker

OUTS.

THE *FINGER POINTS at the
young graduate today. What will. he
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

I put the relation of a fine teacher
to a student just below the relation
of a mother to a son, and I don't think
I could say more than this.

Voted "Beet All Aroond" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging

—Thomas Wolfe

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
.'oat Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentuckv

Published Every Thursday of The Year

The teacher must know the truth
himself. He must live it and love it,
or he cannot impart it to others.

R. PAUL and :OHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

—Mary Baker Eddy

A member of the Kentudly Press Assoriatim
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau

The object of teaching a child is to
enable him to get along without his
teacher.

Subscription Rates *2 00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion '
end Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States 93 00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 18'9

Thursday, June 5, 1958

—Elbert Hubbard
. The ablest men in all the walks of
life are men of faith..
—Bruce Barton

THE DUKEDOM BAND, was undoubtedly a popular organization during its
heyday. The News invites its readers to provide identification for the above members, in order that this picture can again be run in a few weeks. We would also
like to know something about the band, if anyone can provide us the information.
Address your letter to Editors, THE NEWS. Box 485, Fulton, Ky.

Wood Tipton Speaks
At Lions Meeting

around town with

Ouida Jewell
•
The next time you are out the
Martin highway take a look at the
big new sign for the Park Terrace Motel. It is located near the
drive-in theatre about two miles
south of town. On the sign is a
picture of the beautiful motel,
painted by Heinz Pickle, Fulton's
talented sign-painter He did a
wonderful job!
As Jo and Mary Nell were both
In Louisville attending the Broadcasters Convention, it fell my lot
to go to Hickman last Tuesday
night to broadcast the election
results. Altho, Kathryn Lannom
had said that the count of the
ballots would begin at 7 p. to.,
Paul thought it wasn't necessary
to be there before 7:30, as probably they wouldn't be more
than started at that time. But, we
weren't counting on such a light
vote. When I arrived at the court
house in Hickman, I found that
II of the 21 precincts had already
been counted. Now, that did away
with my reporting esith precinct
as it was counted. My first report
also found others unprepared.
Paul, at the News office, and
Kenneth Turner, at the radio station, were both caught unprepared; also, the Murray Radio Station, which was broadcasting the
votes, was not hooked up with
WIFUL as they weren't expecting
the results so early. •
Then, when I made my second
and final call, everyone was set,
and I did a repeat performance.
We'll say one thing, there's nothing slow about those election officials at Hickman. They really
get the job done in a hurry!
While I was working, Mother
and Merl Helms, who had accompanied me to Hickman, decided
to walk down those steep steps
near the court house and see
what was on at the movie. They
had been gone only a short time
when the rain and wind storm
started. The two came rushing
back up the steps, all out of
breath. They said the wind had
been so strong they almost didn't
make it.
We came home to Fulton on a
prayer. A few miles out of Hickman I noticed that my car was
out of gasoline—or that's what it
said on the dash-board. The little
hand wouldn't even wiggle. I said
not a word, but kept thinking.
"wouldn't it be awful to have to
get out and walk in all this wind
and rain?" I speeded up, then
after a few miles, I decided to
let Mother and Merl worry a
little. But, we made it back to
town all right. and I can say one
thing of Buick automobiles'. "It
doesn't take gas to make them
go!" 'Well, not on that trip. anyhow.
We hear that our good friend.
Mrs. Homer Eugene Gibbs, plans
N study on her Master's Degree
at the University of Tennessee
at Knoxville this summer. She
was one of graduating class at
ITTM33, Martin Branch. Sunday.
receiving her BS degree in Home
Economics Mrs Gibbs is the former Margaret Finch of the Otiestnut Glade Community.
We had a very nice time Sunday evening at a fish fry out at
the City Park. The affair was a
going-away party for Mr. and
Mrs. M. S Stovall, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Black and Mr. and Mrs.
Lawson Conner. The /3tovalls will
be moving soon to Mississippi,
where Mr. Stovall has accepted

a position as plant manager of •
milk company, and the Blacks
and Conners vrill be leaving for
Memphis to make their home: Ms.
Stovall has been plant manager
at the Pure Milk Company here
for some time. The other two
couples are owners of the loutton Motel, but plan to sell soon.
Hosts were Mr. and Mrs Buddy
Carver, Mrs. Jewell McClain. Mrs
Leland Jewell and this reporter.
Others attending were the Stovans' daughter, Mrs. Jack Helms
and children, and the Cower
children. The Helms will remain
in Ptulton until Lt. Helms returns
from K.orea.

Whereas, it is customary to set
aside one week each year for all
members of the National Fraternal Congress of America to concentrate upon bringing to public
notice the Ideals and principles of
fraternalism: and
Whereas, National Flag Day,
June 14, is an occasion of much
meaning and importance to all
fraternalists;
NOW, Therefore, as President
of the National Fraternal Congress of America, I, H. M. Lundgren, do hereby designate the
week of June 8-14 as FRATERNAL WEEK.
All members of the National
Fraternal Congress of America,
and fraternalists everywhere, are
urged to present and encourage
during Fraternal Week suitable
programs explaining the ways in
which the Fraternal System works
toward making each community,
each state, and our nation a better place in which to live; and
also to make known to the public
the ways in which the Fraternal
Benefit System contributes to
fostering and perpetuating the
principles which have made and
do make this nation great.
It is further urged that all fraternal organizations make spcscial
efforts to encourage the proper
observation of National Flag Day,
June 14, 1958, both by their members and by all persons everywhere.

Wor.d Tipton, Hickman lawyer,
H. M. Lungern, President
was speaker at the Lions Club's
National Fraternal
regular lunch:on-meeting at the
Congress of America.
Rose Room of Smith's Cafe Friday. He spoke on the advantages
SON OF BOONE KILLED
and disadvantages of wills.
Israel Boo-e. on of Daniel
Smith Atkins had charge of the
program and introduced the Boone, was one of the men killed
speaker. President Dr. Eddie In the Battle of Blue Licks, August Id, 1782
Crocker presided.

•

It's your
nickel!

We ran into our friend, Mr
Jake Huddleston. a fee days ago,
and he was telling us that his
son. George, the organist. has
just been dIsmiseed from the hospital, where he had been a patient for two weeks In a letter,
George said that he would be
coming home for the summer
months shortly after the first of
July
Bud White. son of Mr and Mrs
Bob White of Fulton. was featured in the Mid-South Youth col
umn in the Commercial Appeal
Sunday. A picture of Bud with
his golf clubs, accompanied the
article. Young White was valedictorian of the graduating senior
class at Fulton High and is one
of West Kentucky's outstanding
golfers.
We understand that several
from Fulton and South Fulton
plan to attend the big open house
at the Bruceton, Tenn., Siegel
of
Saturday
on
factory
this week. The open house is in
celebration of the completion of
the new addition to the factory .
there. There will be a cocktail
party, followed by a dance in the
evening, also.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS
THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Such
Items must be signed but
name will be ommitted from!
publication If requested.

Chelsea, Mich,
May 12, 1958
Mrs Westpheling
Fulton County News
My Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Just can't express to you how
much I have enjoyed The News
all this long time . . . thanks so
much!
Enclosed you will find check
for renewal of my subscription.
The News is like getting a letter
from home every week,
With all best wishes—
Mrs. Violet Johnson
13771 Old U. S. 12
Chelsea, Michigan

Williams Escapes
From Burning Building
The home of Roy Williams on
Arch Street was gutted by fire
Saturday morning at 4.20 Mr.
Wiliams escaped from the burning building through a window
According to Fulton Fire Chief
Nemo Williams, origin of the fire
was unknown.

Maybe it won't buy a phone call, but it still
has real value. Give it to us, and we'll haul a
ton of freight an average of nearly four miles.
You don't buy freight? Indirectly, you buy
a great deal. The cost of transportation is in
the price of almosteverything. 80.very day,
in hundreds of ways,the Illinois Central saves
you money.
How much do we save you? No man can
say. Without railroads, there would be no
America as it exists today. If there were no
railroads, somebody would have to invent
them,and they would be hailed as the greatest
thing that ever happened.
Why,then, have you been reading so much
about railroad troubles? Simply because
Federal regulations have hampered our operations and pampered other kinds of transportation, spoon-feeding them with billions of
taxes, while holding us on a leash.
Millions of you people are beginning to
understand how much this has cost you. So
Congress, right now, is setting in motion
changes that will permit you to cash in on the
full savings that mass rail transportation can
render.
Yes, it's your nickel. And only steel wheels
rolling on steel mile can move so much,so far,
so fast when you spend it.
WAYNE A. JbENOTON
President

ILLINOIS.CENTRAL RAILROAD
/Mat.1e4opfNe-.4.1•44at.
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Diary ol Dpin's
By Mary Nell• Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program,"My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.

There's an old song with words something like this:
"Where the HONEYSUCKLE VINE winds itself along
the road"—and Your Diarist drove along a ROAD just
like that Sunday afternoon. So, if you haven't had this
pleasure—then I must tell you that you're missing on
of the loveliest treats anywhere around Fulton—because
this little winding black-topped road is just the sweetest
place you'll find. On either side of the road HONEYSUCKLE reigns supreme and trees almost overlap in a
few places. On the road live our friends, the H. G. Butlers, the Charles Moons, the Robert Batts and at the
end of the road we found the Martin Moon home. We
drove along slowly to see red birds, doves, blue jays and
brown thrushes flitting here and there — completely
UNAWARE of treaspassers.
After we left this enchanting
place we were happy to "wend
our way" out toward Beelerton—
and on to S'TEPHENS' LAKE.
How surprised we were to see
how much work has been done
by those nice people, the Melvin
Stephens. And how WONDERFUL
we think it is for a couple to
work HARD for many years—in
order to REALIZE a DREAM.
This is what has happened to the
Stephens and we are so HAPPY
for them. Much work has gone
into their recreation area—and
they tell us that the FISHIN' is

real good in their lake. In fact,
it's a good place to go for picnics,
swimming, fishing—or just walking around where one can "get
away from it all!" Our best wishes
go to the Stephens—as we KNOW
all of their plans will materialize.
How PROUD we are of one of
our Fulton girls, Jean Ann Hyland, who received the bachelor
of science degree in music education at the 117th Commencement exercises of St.-Mary-of-theWoods, near Terre Haute, Indiana
Monday evning. Jean Ann, a tal-

KILLED

of Daniel
e men killed
Licks, Aug-

Our Hearty Congratulations
To Swift and Company on the opening
of the new CHEESE PLANT IN FULTON.

•

Be sure to attend Open House Friday!
Mr. Dairyman — It will pay you to come
to SOUTHERN STATES for your feed

ented pianist, is the daughter of
Gladys ad Bob kiyland who moved to Fulton from Mayfield when
Jean was a small girl. Throughout her grade and high school
years she studied piano under the
capable guidance of Doris Wiley.
She is a member of the Fulton
High 1954 graduating class. Our
congratulations go to you, Jean
Ann—we know you'll have the
most INTERESTING future—
ever!
Among those attending the
Commencement exercises were
Rev. Edward Tarrant, Rev. William Carroll, the Hylands and
children, Kathy and Bobby. We
offer congratulations to Carol
j,..attus, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lattus of Hickman, who
is also a member of the graduating class of St. Mary's . . . Mr.
and Mrs. Lattus attended the exercises.
Susan McDaniel, a member of
the Fulton High graduating class
had the most EXCITING graduation gift from her GRANDMOTHER, Mrs. A. D. Riley of
Los Angeles, California—a TRIP
TO MIAMI! Susan and her
grandmother will leave Fulton on
Thursday for a two weeks visit in
the Florida city with friends and
relatives. We'll just bet that
Susan comes home with a suntan that will be the ENVY of us
all! (Have FUN, both of you!)
The YOUNGER SET have
EVERY moment filled to capacity
these days! Such as Bud White
and Barbara Ann Boyd, Susan
McDaniel and Billy Don Cherry
who are BREEZING around in
Bud's new WHITE CORVETTE!
And DO they look SNAZZY?
They were at Ky. Lake on Sunday and a few nights ago they
cooked FROG LEGS in the Boyd's
lovely back yard. And the interesting thing about it is that THEY
GIGGED THE FROGS! Seems
like frog-gigging is QUITE a sport
these days! (Used to go a LONG
time ago—but never could concentrate on the FROGS for
CONCENTRATING on whether or
not I'd step on a SNAKE!)

Sue Moore, Diane Wright, Gloria
Hinton, Jackie Rawls, Virginia
Page, Judy Browning, Susan McDaniel, Ella Doyle, Sandra
Bowen, Margaret Ann Newton,
Marion Blackstone, Barbara Boyd
and the hostess.
Nina Worley was hostess to a
morning party Thursday at 10
o'clock at her home in Riceville,
the guest list including the girls
of the senior class. Delicious
strawberry shortcake was served
the guests.
One of the CUTEST stories
we've heard in a long time came
from up Paducah way . . . about
our little "school teachin' fren",
Ann Latta. She is the IDOL of
the whole second grade class in
a Paducah school and a week or
so ago some of the little girls
in her class began being concerned over the fact that "Miss Latta"
did not wear a SACK dress. One
day they asked her WHEN she
was going to wear one—and our
Ann told them that she DIDN'T
have one! So—those little girls
were the busiest bodies you've
ever seen and right away they
made plans to "take up a collection"—and buy their dear Miss
Latta a SACK dress! But Ann
heard about it—and BOUGHT
one just to satisfy them—and it
was WELL worth her investment
because they simply DROOLED
over her. And WE know she
looked GOOD—because doesn't
she ALWAYS?

3

Interesting news comes our way The Fulton News, Thursday, June 5, 1958, Page 3
that READ and CISSY HOLLAND will be coming home,from
er, Elsner Walston and Mrs. WalFAR away INDONESIA, to spend
the month of July in the STATES.• NEW HOPE MEWS ston.
Mrs. ameg Waist's • Mr. and Mrs. Lon McClanahan
Read called his mother and dad,
of Detroit, Michigan are spending
Ann and Laurence Holland reMrs. Erin Mather, North Holly- a weeks vacation with relatives
cently to tell them the GOOD
news. Read is a member of the wood, Calif. is visiting her broth- in Crutchfield, Ky.
Wednesday night supper guests
Kentucky Contract team that has
the job of setting up scientific the Clarice Shop, is in Chicago In the home of Mrs. and Mrs.
William Pittman were Mrs. Grace
and mathematics departments for this week attending market and
T. Scott, Mrs. Erin Mather and
visiting
her
son,
Jack
Thorpe
and
the University of Indonesia in the
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer WalstdE.
EON
Interstate Cooperative Adminis- his family.
Mr. and Mrs. William Olson, Jr.
tration. Read and Cissy have been
Clarence Cavender was taken are visiting her parents, Mr. and
in Indonesia since August 1956.
Mrs. Elmer Walston.
They will visit in London before in a Whitnel ambulance Monday
Mrs. Erin Mather spent Thursto
the
Jennie
Stewart
Hospital
returning to the States. We're the
day and Thursday night with
Hopkinsville.
in
happiest ones—and HOW HAPPY
Miss Olena French was taken Mrs. Truman Scott, Clinton, Ky.
Ann and Laurence must be!
In a Whitnel ambulance Monday
INDONESIA is a LONG way from from Hillview Hospital here to
VINEGAR HELPS
HOME—but Cissy and Read have the Madisonville, Ky. hospital.
A paste made of equal parts
enjoyed it thoroughly, and will
of flour, vinegar, and salt makes
have so MANY exciting experiMiss Bonnie Helm spent the an excellent cleanser for copper.
ences to relate to all of us. weekend in Memphis.
FRANKLY, WE can hardly
WAIT!
Mrs. Mamie Conner returned
home Tuesday night after underDr. Ward and Sara Bushart en- going surgery recently in Baptertained with a lovely buffet sup- tist Hospital in Memphis.
All types of Insurance
per recently at their home on
Third Street honoring the faculty
Glenn Knighton of Colorado, a SAVE ! GET our
members of Terry-Norman, Carr former Fulton resident, is here
Institute and Fulton High School. visiting relatives.
PACKAGE DEAL
The guest list included teachers,
their husbands and wives.
"Covering everything"
The Clinton Woman's Club
enjoyed a dinner-meeting Thurs422 Lake St.
Shirley and Eddie Holt and day evening at 7:30 at the Derby
little daughters, Susan and Ann, Cafe dining room. There were 24 Fulton, Ky.
Phone 408
arrived Friday from Tupelo, Miss. present.
for a visit with their parents, the
Simon Holts and the H. B. Houstons. Eddie returned to Tupelo,
while Shirley and the girls remained for a longer visit.

Dewey Johnson

This will be a GAY weekend
for Beverly Hill. She leaves Fulton on Thursday for Frankfort
Leland Jewell will spend the
where she will sing in the wedding of one of her sorority sisters. weekend in Chicago visiting his
And what fun ALL of those Chi daughter, Mrs. Harry Sanders,
Omegas will have because sever- and Mrs. Sanders.
al of them are staying with Lieut.
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe, owner of
Governor Harry Lee Waterfield
and his lovely wife, Laura, at the
beautiful old governor's mansion.
Nancy Waterfield, of course, is a
DUTCH MILL MOTEL
member of Chi Omega. They will
oi I:
I
I Il t \
have a WONDERFUL time we
NI,1,1it•LI
KNOW—because Laura will do
,,11411/ 111141
EVERYTHING to make it that
Ili I Ili( F.
\Ii
way.
11
I he I
'
"
I inic•
. (1.o. N.r.
We're PROUD of Kay Chgrry—
!I
Marion Blackstone gave a lovewho received her B. S. degree in
ly picnic supper recently for the
home economics at the University
"gals" of her graduating class.
of Kentucky's 91st CommenceThe picnic supper was served on
ment exercises. Kay's mother and
the lawn of the beautiful J. F..
dad. Clella and Donald Cherry,
Williams home on the Union City
Sherri Elliott and Mrs. C. F
Highway. Mary Hughes Burrow,
Jackson attended the exercises
sponsor of the senior class was a
guest
and
other
guests
special
Our congratulations go to Jack
were Doris Wiley, Mrs. Williams
and Jean Voegeli of Fort Rucker,
and the hostess' mother and dad,
Yourself wits ARAB
Alabama who have a BRAND KILL THEM
Mary Lou and Billie Blackstone.
U-Do-FT TERMITE CONTROL
NEW son who was born on June °alp $20.00 to protect
boor
Harmiee• es
ler B years
Senior girls attending were: 2. He has been named Jack
trees, frau sad dinars. Get
Misses Barbara Boyd, Ella Doyle, Voegeli IV. His mother, you re- Felder and tastructisso et
Anne Fall, Margaret Ann New- member, is the iormer Jean King
BUILDER'S SUPPLY,Inc.
ton. Virginia Page, Linda Arring- of Owensboro. It Is certainly inton, Patsy Grooms, Gloria Hinton, teresting to know that little Jack Walnut St. Phone 96 Fulton, Ky.
Melva Gore, Susan McDaniey, IV adds ANOTHER generation to
Diane Wright. Vida Guill, Jackie the Voegell family as his paternal
Rawls, Sue Moore, Bonnie Brit- GREAT-GREAT GRANDMOTHton, Nina Worley and the hostess. ER lives in Memphis and is still
one of the most active YOUNG
We are happy to know that a 90 .year old ladies you've ever
daughter of a former Fulton High seen. We think it would be a
graduate has achieved honor at splendid idea to have a picture
Beckiley, West Virginia, Mary Ann of the FIVE generations—because
Butterworth, daughter of Henry it isn't EVERYONE who can
Butterworth. In fact, it is an BOAST of that!
hbnor of which her family and
friends may be extremely proud
because she was the VALEDIC- Hearing Aid Baiterieei
TORIAN of a class of 344 memComplete Line
bers of the Wilson High School! For all make.; of hearing aids!
Mary Ann is a niece of G. B. Visit our Hearing AM DepartButterworth and has many other inent at your first upportunitY•
relatives in Fulton.

TERMITES

aid other needs. After you visit the new
cheese plant Friday, coma by to see us.

B swim ame
.1111111811111

Long Tube Milkers

GROW TOMATOES !

Set from now until July 1st; cash income
by mid-summer !
Prices are $28.00 ton: a good acre should
produce 10 tons or better.
We have plenty of plants
CALL —

Fulton .
Hickman .

• . 881-J
3123

Wafer Valley And Hickman
Canning Company
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LET US

•Exclusive Calf-Nose Balanced Claw— Since the
rc.ir quarict•, of a coss's- udder give about 60% of the total
milk seld. the patented Calf-Nose claw is designed to exert
stronger milking action en these rear quarters. Asaresult.
milking on all for quarters is completed at the stuns time.

•Stainless Steel Lid

easy to clean. Has positive
umbrella type check valve. Also seamless stainless steel pail.

•Deep Moisture Well—Traps condensation

and keeps
bacteria laden moisture from entering milker pail.

•Milk Deflecting BOff/ODeflects incoming milk away
from vacuum orifice and eliminates problem of dravring
milk into vacuum lines.

•Frktkia Pulsator MOONfialt-s.Holds

CITY DRUG CO,

Congrats to another Fulton girl,
Carolyn Roberts, daughter of
Martha and Pete Roberts, who
was recently named vice-president of Pi Omege Pi, honorary
business fraternity of Murray
State College.
Yessiree—the Fulton High
seniors have been the BUSIEST
ones! Rounds and rounds of GAY
parties have filled their days—
AND nights!
On Thursday night Anne Fall
entertained a crowd of the senior
girls at a slumber party at her
home on Third street. Those attending were: Linda Arrington

Phone 70
Awn

108 Lake Street
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RUPTURE
IT'S HERE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutheriand's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

04$

•Tough new tread — full width — full
depth.
•Cured to sound casing by factory
method—guaranteed workmanship.
•Tubeless tires retreaded—all
makes.

/4

CITY DRUG CO.
Fulton

408 Lake St.

6:70x151.
And Your
Tire

Look For The

ANOTHER REAL BARGAIN

NEW LABEL

pulsator se-

curely on lid

gir

•Dependable Pulsator—uniform

Alum
QuAtirf

in action. Lifedino

guarantee

$995
00118
64/4
and your
tire

SPEAS

•Calf-Nose

htfiatiOISP—Oft-center opening prevents
crawling and milk lock. Bliminatu need of stripping fa
most CMS.

•COW CONI//0//—Equiprnem operates at safe low

varmint
of 10 to II inches to insure greater cow comfort and mast
mum production.

SNORT TUN AND PIPELINE AMMO SYSTEMS ALSO AVAIDUILE
LET US SHOW YOU TIN COMPLETE LINE Of UNIVERSAL NM

APPLE

11
Nr
4
4
it... tee

CIDER

BUDGET A SET FOR AS LOW AS $4.00 DOWN

VINEGAR
"
5PIPS Clnitsur,

ma tr

kigu*

arV.

19

11WY $
(
:110
Exchange

ONLY
W

$19.95

Exchange

ONLY itAm Et
4,141.04
NOW
Exchange

still the same GOOD OLE' QUALITY

TON
&int

LOAD

GIVE

YOU A

ESTIMATE
FREE

TRIADg

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
(
•D
I.

South Futlon

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGEN(i

spEAs

A7PRLEE VINEGAR
CIDER
You have your choices of Speen Apple Cider
a• distilled vinegar In quarts, pints, gallons AT STORES
EVERYWHERE}
and handsome 14 gallon pitcher.

Chas. Scates Stores
MARTIN—Phone 404

FITLTON—Phon• 389
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Little League And Pony League
Season Gets Underway Monday
The Little League and the Pony
League season got underway
Monday night at 7 o'clock at the
Little League ball park. The
teams playing were four little
League teams, the Yanks vs the
Giants, the Cubs vs the White
Sox.
Managers of the teams are: Guy
Fry, the Yanks; Vernon Ashby,
the Giants; Roger Pigue, the
Cubs; and Harry Freeman, the
White Sox.
At a Little League meeting at

Rev. Proctor To
Receive Degree

Fulton Man Reports
Attack By 2 Men

Reverend Maral B. Proctor, son
Two young men have been
of Mrs. Grace Proctor of Paducah, charged and will be brought back
will receive his B. S. degree in to Union City as a result of an
Bible and Religion from Bethel altercation at a Union City aer

Fulton High Friday night, uni- College, McKenzie, Tennessee
, on vice station early Friday mornforms were distributed to all the June 5.
ing, according to the Messenger.
managers of the two leagues. The
The following include his actiPolice Chief Dolus Roberts Frimanagers in turn will distribute vities while at Bethel:
day identified the men as Clarthem to the players.
Reverend Proctor entered the ence Nance and Glenn James.
Methodist ministry May 20, 1954 both of the Gibeon County ate*.
Some of the rules and reguand enrolled in Bethel College
Chief Roberts said the men
lations of the organization were
September, 1954.
drove into the J & S Service
gone over so that the managers
He is a member of the Alpha Station at First and Jackson awould understand how it opePsi Omega Honorary Dramatic bout 1:47 Friday morning, while
rates. A matter of finances was
fraternity. He served as vice- attoendant James Duncan of Fuldiscussed and it was decided that
president of "Bethel Players", ton was helping a customer.
the players themselves would sell dramatic society. He was
Mr. Duncan told officers the
active in
booster buttons this week.
drama for four years, having ap- men were cursing and causing a
peared in several noted produc- disturbance. The customer drove
tions from Broadway plays. He away and Mr. Duncan began to
also served as assistant director. put gas Into the men's car, Mr.
stage m a na ger and lighting Duncan reportedly told police.
Get "credits" for your club at
technician.
One of the men, identified as
He is a member of the Cumber- Nance, got out of the car and.
land qub, minister's society on according to Mr. Duncan, took
the campus, which furnishes min- something from his pockft and
isters for chapel service.
advanced on the service station
During the first two years he attendant in a menacing manner.
served the Manlyville Charge of
Mr. Dundkn told
police he
five churches in West Tennessee slashed out at Nance with the
and has served the Water Valley nozzle of the gas pump hose,
IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—
and Palestine churches in West knocking Nance to the concrete.
Kentucky
. While serving these James then jumped out af the
We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
charges he has maintained an car, picked up the unidentified
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more
above average grade for the four object which had been held by
Nance, and got his injured cotnreasonable anywhere in this area.
years work.
He will come before the June panion into the car, Mr. Duncan
CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES-sessicih of the Memphis Confer- told police. The men drove away.
We give full credit when you call us to serve you—
Highway patrol authorities beence for "admission on trial"
which meets at Lambuth College, tween Greenfield and Martin said
PHONE 88
408 EDDINGS STREET
Jackson, Tenn. He plans to attend they stopped the car in which the
Candler School of Theology men were riding and that James
Emory University, Atlanta, Geor- said he was taking Nance to a
Greenfield hospital.
gia this summer.
The case was being investigated Friday.

Puckett's Standard Service Station

Parsonnel Workshop
To Be Held June 10

ing in the counties of Graves,
Livingston, Marshall, Calloway,
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, BalA one-day ;oint
personnel lard, and McCracken will asworkshop and public information- semble at 9:00 a. m. on June 10,
al meeting has been scheduled for in the Mayfield DES District
Tuesday, June 10, at Mayfield, according to an announcement made
this week by Economic Security
Commissioner Vegu E Barnes.
Barnes said the Mayfield workshop for departmental personnel

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'n
A. C. Fields. Sec-Treas
Tel 453. _Union City, Tennessee

THE WHOLE KEN-TENN area is proud of
Swift's new Cheese plant in Fulton — especially
us. We are right across the street from it !
MR. FARMER — when you visit the new plant
Friday, stop by A. C. BUTTS and let us fill your
feed and seed needs!

THE TIME IS RIGHT!
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT!

Newspapers And
Radios Praised

Ohief Roberta latd- 'Nance is
charged with attempted assault
with a deadly weapon and disorderly conduct.
Jackson. Tenn. —Newspapers of
The charge against his comKentucky and West Tennessee panion is disorderly
conduct.
were praised here Saturday by
Methodist Bishop William T. Wat- MALONEY
ON HONOR ROLL
kins for their contribution to the
communities they serve.
The name of Alan Maloney, a
In a statement citing the news- senior, was left off of the second
papers Bishop Watkins, Louis. semester honor roll at Fulton
vile, paid tribute to their efforts High School in last week's issue
in keeping church members in- of the News.
formed about local church life
and national and international
religious affairs.
"Church magazines are important but nothing can substitute
MAKE
for the home town newspaper
OUR STORE
when it comes to keeping citizens informed about the activities
YOUR
of their local churches," he said.
HEADQUARTERS
"Our mass meetings and other
public functions would not be
FOR
nearly so successful without the
assistance
of
the
newspapers'
news columns and
advertising
space .,
Bishop Watkins supervises the
work of some 1,400 Methodist
churches with a membership of
300,000 in Kentucky and West
Tennessee. Re i in Jackson to

preside at the annual meeting of
the Methodist Memphis Conference which began Tuesday.
"We Methodists are particularly gratefut for the assistance
which editors have given us during the church year ending Mai'
31, and we naturalli want to
say thank you," the bishop's
statement read.

Accurst.
WORKMANSHIP •
At Lew Cost

Our TV repair men are trained to
service every standard set. Call
for dependable service.

Watches, Clocks and Time
Mess of All Kinds Aces
retell Repaired at Low Cosi

Roper Television .

ANDREWS
JPwelry Company

306 Main Street

FERTILIZER

FIRST CHOICE OF KENTUCKIANS

EVERYWHERE!

4

90 PROOF
6 MUM OLD

/Inn

NPR
62.1111
KAU PINT..
GUNN .5540

Abe available as
NOTTLUI NI IIOND
DISTILLED

AND

ROTTLED

HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC

eV

BARDSTOWN

NIELSON COUNTY

KINTUCErf

Stop in anytime...

crrY, TENN.

The right number for your soil needs.

SEED CORN
Stull's Hybrid
Funk's "G"

Edw. J. Funk & Sons
Bartlett-O'Brein Hybrid

Orange Cane
Honey-Drip Cane
Certified Tracy Sorgo

Atlas Sorgo
Marten's Milo
German Millet

SOYBEANS
Clark

Dorman

Lee

ikrlit and Company!
The new cheese plant in Fulton is a great asset

Priced $6.50 to $12.20 bushel

to the community and to its farm area.

MR. DAIRYMAN:
Ogden

Just received . .. a New Shipment of Purple
Hull Peas.
1,000 CCA BONUS CREDITS for each ton of
fertilizer and bushel of seed corn.

Phone 202

Be sure to visit this
fine plant Friday
during "Open House".

can help you INCREASE milk per cow and
cows per man. FEED YOUR COWS FOR
PROFIT: get the facts on PURINA FEED
TODAY FROM

South Fulton
East State Line

To SWIFT 840MPANY

Whether you are producing milk for Swift
or for other buyers, THE PURINA PROGRAM

Phone 620
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--you're welcome at
all times. Ask to see
and try the latest model CONN instrument
of roar choice. No obligation. Ask about
our easy purchase plan
with RENTAL privilege.

UNION

Phone 307

HEAVEN HILL

DIPT.
Attend CHURCH

"Be

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

meet your friends here

Radio and television stations In
the two state area were also
praised for the public service
time which they donate to religious broad casting and tele-

Twin-

and the public informational
meeting would embrace an area
of nine counties.
Departmental personnel work-

The Whitnel Funeral Home

Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

Office building for the morning
session of the workshop. There
will be a noon luncheon from 12
to 1:30, with a second session of
the workshop following from 1:30
to 3:30.

"Safety — Service — Satisfaction"
Member, FDIC

the morning
shop. There
won from 12
id session of
rig from 1:30

Twin-Cities Businesspeople In Review:

"Red" And Mary Alice Stay Busy

'as
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d to
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.
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"Roe Delman
"Red" and Mary Alice Coleman
of West Fulton are two of Fulton's busiest people. Those two
have more projects going than
you can imagine.
"Red" and Mary Alice are both
employees of the I. C. Railroad.
They, also with the help of their
son, Ronald, 18 operate a grocery
store and a service station, sell
antiques, pottery, minnows, worms,
roaches, and all kinds of plants.
Their latest venture is the
green-house business. It was last
fall that "Red" started to build
the green-house, which is 18 ft.
by 38 ft., and located between the
Coleman home on Jackson and
their grocery and service station,
facing East State Line. He was
able to complete his project for
spring planting and now they
have all kinds of plants fir sale.
Mr Coleman has also built a
smaller green-house nearby and
Is planning to build another one.
Under construction at present is
an addition to the large greenhouse. This will be a glass show
room. 18 ft. by 18 ft.
Another new venture of Red's
Is making redwood buckets and
planters. These are very beautiful.
The Coleman's kitchen is quite
unique. Hanging from the ceiling

are wagon wheels and sitting on
top around the edge of each are
small lamps wired for electricity.
Up over a large fireplace Red
built is a mirror inside a horse
collar.
In the living room is a Baby
Grand piano, formerly owned by
Jenny Lind.
Out in the yard you can find
just about everything. There is a
beautiful rose garden, tomato and
pepper patches, the minnow pools,
the won* beds, the roach house,
etc.
Mary Alice is clerk to the I. C.
Roundhouse Foreman and corlespondent of the I. C. Magazine.
She also finds time to take part
In civic affairs and drives, going on in town.

Thief Locked In
Building; Takes Cash
A small amount of cash was
stolen and two pinball ma-chines
and a shuffleboatd machine were
slightly damaged at the ThreeWay Pool Room on East Fourth
Street Wednesday night. The pool
room is owned by Leon Mann.
Ten dollars was taken from the
unlocked cash register and a small
amount of coins was taken from
the machines. The locks on the
machines were broken.
The robbery was discovered
Thursday morning when Benny
Colley, pool room employee, opened up.
It is believed that the theif was
locked in the building at closing
time Wednesday evening. The
back door was standing open
Thursday morning.
This makes the second time
that such a robbery 'nes taken
place in the pool room building.
Back some time ago, when Mr.
Mann was operating the concessions for the American Legion
Hall, which is located upstairs in
the same building, a thief was
locked in the building. That time
he left by the side door.
City police are investigating.

and Mrs. Oden W. Fowler of
Route 4, Fulton, Ky., has been
appointed boatswain's mate of the
watch of his recruit company at
the Careat Lakes Naval Training
Center.
As a recruit petty officer he
will wear a miniature rating inGreat Lakes, Ill. (FHTNC) — signe as a badge of authority durEdward G. Fowler. son of Mr. ing the remainder of his nine
weeks of "Boot Camp".

Fulton 4-H Club
Members Win In
District Contest

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE

Local Group Will
Represent County
At Junior Week

"RED" COLEMAN is a very busy man, but he took
time out last fall to build a very nice green-house,
18 ft.x38 ft., located between his home and his service
station and grocery store, out on East State Line. The
green-house was completed in time for spring planting
and now he has a large crop of bedding plants for sale.

Brady Williamson and Bobby
Powell of the Fulton 4-H Club
won the District Water Management Contest in Contour Cultivation at Murray last Wednesday,
May 20.
These two boys along with Ward
Burnette, Pat Dowdy and four
girls will represent. Fulton County
at Junior Week on the campus of
the University of Kentucky June
3 to June 7.
Linda Arrington will remodel
her tailored suit in the style dress
revue.
Elaine Butler will represent the
county on the Junior Council;
Kay French on Clothing and General 4-H Work and Joyce Robineon as the county winner in

Housekeeping.
They will be accompanied by the
Home Demonstration Agent, Mrs.
Bertha
Corbitt
3LcLeod, and
County Agent, John B. Watta.

STOP SCRATCHING!
AND WORRYING ABOUT DANDRUFF
ATHLETES FOOT, SKIN RASH,
ROUGH HANDS, etc.
Let Us Do Your Scratching and wash

eluded Diane Gunter of South
Fulton, third.

South Fulton
Girls Are Winners

Dovie Polsgrove of Rives was
named the grand champion bread
The annual Obion County 4-H winner.
bread-baking and fruit pie conIn the pie baking contest,
tests were held Saturday morning, May 24, at the Farm Bureau junior division, Linda Thorpe of
hall in Union City, under the di- South Fulton placed third. First
rection of Miss Patricia Lake, as- place winner in the senior divisistant home agent in Obion sipn was Diane Gunter af South
Fulton.
County.
Winners in the biscuit-baking
contest in the senior division in-

Miami CRUNCH

Girl' HEADQUARTERS
IN WESTERN KENTUCKY
Elgin — Bulova — Gruen — Hamilton
Longines, Wittnauer Watches
Wallace — Gorham
Towle
International and Heirloom
Sterling Silver

He was chosen for the position
in recognition of leadership qualities displayed while undergoing
recruit training. He was scheduled
to graduate May 24.

away your worries with:

FARMERS!
It takes a lot of experience to run your farm. Be
sure that you insure your
bulldings, their contents,
your livestock and ma-,
chinery with a firm that
has experience in providing the right kind of protection. We know your
needs, and we're always
at your service.

S. 0. Special Skin Lotion
The antiseptic skin lotion that stops any form of
itching, soothes and helps kill the germ that causes
the trouble.
TRY A 50c BOTTLE OF S.0.SKIN LOTION AND
IF YOU ARE NOT HAPPY WITH THE RESULTS
THE EMPTY BOTTLE IS WORTH 50c (fifty cents)
AT OUR DEALERS.

Call Today

SOLD BY ALL FULTON DRUG STORES
or by mail postpaid by
OLIVER S S. 0. DRUG CO.

LINDSEY'S

UNION CITY, TENN.

Mayfield and Murray

Swift's Service
To Farmers - - 100 Years
Nationally
29 Years
In Fulton

Bring The
FAM
Bring Your
FRIENDS

Milk
Producers
You Will Be Especially
Interested In Seeing How
Your Milk
Is Handled.

Plan Now To Be On Hand For
This Gala Event !

Be Sure To Register
For Prizes
TO BE GIVEN AW AY —

Come To Our

OPEN HOUSE

• LOTS OF DOOR PRIZES
• SAMPLES OF ICE CREAM
AND CHEESE.

WATCH NOW

June
Friday
10 A. M. to 5 P. M.

Employees, Contracted Milk Haulers
And Their Families Not Eligible To
Register For Prises

NEW CHEESE PLANT

SWIFT'S NEW CHEESE PLANT

• REGISTERED PUREBRED
JERSEY COW

TOUR THE

SWIFT & COMPANY
411 East State Line

Fulton, Kentucky

GEESE AND ICE CREAM
ARE MADE.
A.B. TRACKER. MGR.

•

ehell of Ninny). Route 2
Services were held at 2 p. 1:11.
Sunday at the Whitnel Funeral
Friday at Obion County Hoepital Chapel arith the Rev Arlie GoodIn Union City, Tenn., after a long win officiating. Burial was in the
illness.
Greenlee Cemetery.
Born in Hickman County, Tenn.,
she was a member of the Church
of the Nazarene hi Fulton.
Services for Sam Pentecost, who
Miss Bertha May Mitchell, 64,
Besides nieces and nephews,
South Fulton, died at 4.23 p. m. se leaves a brother, J. A. bfit- died of a heart attack Friday
morning in Detroit, Mich., were
held Monday afternoon at 2:30 at
the Palmersville Primitive Baptist Church. The Rev. Dewey
Fitubblefield of Owensboro, assisted by the Rev. Casey Pentecost of Dresden, officiated. Burial,
under direction of Jackson Brothers Funeral Home of Dukedom,
was in the church cemetery. He
was 48.
of
Mr. Pentecost, formerly
Weakley County. was assistant
manager of Dawn Patrol in Detroit.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Vertis
Nall Pentecost of Detroit; a
daughter, Mrs. Johnnie Marshall
of Dresden; his mother, Mrs. Alva
Pentecost of Dresden; a brother.
Racy Pentecost of Paimersville;
a sister, Mrs, Jimmy Jackson of
grandson, Perry
Dukedom;
a
Marshall of Dresden; and a
niece and a nephew. Ann and
Michael Pentecost of Palmersville.
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DEATHS

Sam Pentecost

Bertha Mitchell

Andrews Jewelry Store

GIFT CENTER
for

Homemakers
Schedule Tact
The Fulton County Homemakers schedule for the month of
June has been announced as follows:
June 9-Rush Creek, Mrs. Albert Moss, 1:30 p. m.
June 11-Brownsville, Mrs. Guy
Barnett, 10:30 a. m.
June 12-Sylvan Shade, Community House, 1:30 p. m.
June 12-Bennett, Mrs. 0. C.
Croft, 1:30 p. m.
June 17-Victory, Lodgestori, C.
House, 1:30 p. m.
June 18-Hickman, Club Room,
1:30 p.m.
June 18-Western, Mn. John
Peeler, 1:30 p. m.
June 19-Montgomery, Mrs.
Olan Gray, 2 p. m.
June 20-Palestine, Community
House, 1:30 p. m.
June 24-Crutchfield, Methodist Church, 1:30 p. m.
June 25-Fulton, K. U. office,
1:30 p. m.
June 26-C a y cc, Methodist
Church, 2 p. m

and other fine gifts...

Let us help you-we can suggest so many
ways (in solid silver) to make her remember and cherish

Mrs. Myra Carman

your gift for all the years to come. See our grand
collection of patterns and extra Towts pieces today.
Our complete stock and easy method of payment mates
choosing so pleasant here.
Siervic• foe On• feont $21 00
Tosspooas, from $4.00

JUL

JAM

Seriing PIOCalk

from $4.25

Oran alfrisa

ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
Church Street

Fulton

Services for Mrs. Myra Isbell
Carman, who died suddenly at 6
Thursday morning at her home
near Dukedom, were held Friday
afternoon at 2:30 at the. WhiteRanson Funeral home in Union
City. The Rev. Elven D. Hensley,
pastor of the Woodland Mills
Baptist Church, officiated. Burial
was in Salem cemetery. She was
59.
Mrs. Carman, wife of Terence
0. Carman and a native of Obion
County, had been in failing health
for several weeks.
She was born near Crystal
community, March 29, 1899,
daughter of William and Patty
Johnston Isbell. She spent most
of her life in Obion County moving to' Dukedom in Weakley
County about three years ago.
She was married in 1916 and was
a member of Mount Olive Baptist Church.
She leaves her husband; a son,
J. H. Carman of the Tray highway; a daughter, Mrs. Calvin DeFreece of Fulton; two brothers.
Jim Isbell of Union City and
Earl Isbell of Rives; a sister, Mrs.
Stella Glover of Fulton; and two
grandchildren.

NOTEBOOK-Continued from

49c yd. value

90 inches long - $5.00 values
Friday & Saturday Only

Friday & Saturday Only

29c yd. .
Ladies Summer Hats
White and Colors
Your choice of $2.98 to $5.98 values
Friday & Sattirday Only

And because I think that you
might be interested I am humble
to say that I have been 'invited
to lecture at the University of
Kentucky next fall on the "radio
arts". When I think of the people
who S have lectured at UK, and
the people who are on the lecture

Congratulations, Swift & Company, on the
opening of thg new Cheese Plant in Fulton !

Special Week-end prices on all USED FOHNITURE
3-piece bedroom suite, was $79.50
3-piece bedroom suite, was $59.50
2-piece living room suite, was $79.50
Studio couch, was $24.50 __ _ _
__
Westinghouse refrigerator, was $69.50 ____
Frigidaire refrigerator, was $89.50
__
Philco electric range, was $110.00
Frigidaire elec. range, was $79.50
Odd pieces of Congoleum _

(All electrical appliances guaranteeed for 90 days)
EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
Church Street

Fultun

Phone 35

Wanted - - - land owners to raise a patented-type
fruit on a long-term contract basis. We will pay up to $3,000.00
per year for each two-acre plot, and some years even more.
This will be the greatest money crop ever introduced in your
area.

Slight Irreg.-$1.50 value

MEN'S WHITE

LADIES' OR CHILDREN;S
'MP+.

DRESS SHIRTS

SHORTS It BLOUSES

Reg. $2.98

Outstanding values

2 for $5.00

$1.00 each

MEN'S CHAMBRAY

Bates Woven Bedspread
Full Bed Size - $5.95 value

$2.98

Many More Bargains Throughout The Store

You will need no experience, as we furnish a resident
district manager to assist you. If you are progressive minded
and live within 106 miles ol Dresden;Tennessee,write to us at
once, giving your name, address and phone number (if you
have one).

Our Dresden area manager will contact you in the very
near future. Make your replies to the addess below:

TENNESSEE FRUIT and VEGETABLE
GROWERS ASSOCIATION
1104 Wildrose Street

Air Conditioned for your shopping comfort

•

now,$59.50
now,$39.50
now, $59.50
now, $14.50
now, $49.50
now, $69.50
now, $89.50
now,$59.50
20% Off

SEAMLESS HOSE

2 pair $1.49

97c

A little flattered that they
thought so much of me I read the
clipping and it said: "A radio station in North Carolina is seeking
to find 'America's talkingest
woman. . ..'"
Do you think r should. enter?

Special Notice to Land Owners

$3.98

400

WORK SHIRTS

Pave One

meeting last week nearly every
speaker cited the instance of our
community spirit and the part
that "radio" played in its culmlnation. Many of the broadcasters
told me that they ran a continuing story about the drive on their
stations and if people had any
doubt about where Fulton and
South Fulton are located, they
certainly have no doubt now. Nor
do they have any doubt about
what we can do when we put our
minds to doing it.

Friday, Saturday Specials
Ready-Made Drapes

test comes from the member, of
the staff of Radio Station. This
week they excitedly presented me
with a clipping from the United
Press teletype and, said: "Jo,
here's something you've got to
enter and you can get the national award without any trouble at
all."

•ON VISIT HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Joyner and
son, Jerry, and Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Thompson and little
daughter, Terry, of Macon, Gal
will arrive today (Thursday) in
Fulton to be guests of Mr. Joyner's mother, Mrs. Net Joyner, on
Walnut Street

Congratulations Swift it Co.
Welcome Visitors

80 SOUARE PRINTS

sertes with me, I get cold chills Peabody award and also from Mcall over. But I'll do my best and Call's magazine for their radio
that's all I can do.
department of achievement. All
the awards will be made next
Also we have been invited to
year!
enter the Associated Press-University of Kentucky Merit Awards
A story is under consideration
for Outstandint Achievement M by Margaret Hickey, my good
Radio promotions and that too close personal friend, who edits
makes me think that too much the public affairs department of
is coming our way for a job we the Ladies Home J,ournal. THAT,
felt it our duty and our pleasure would be the crowning feature
to perform.
of all for Fulton and South FulInvitations to compete in the ton to receive.
merit awards for radio activity
have come from the University
But I think that the greatest
of Georgia for the George Foster invitation to enter a national con-

Memphis 14, Tennessee
•

•

the inenibere of
lo Station. This
Ily presented me
•tom the United
laid. said: "Jo,
you've got to
get the nationany trouble at

WE DAIRY WINER

Ted that they
of me I read the
id: "A radio eta-olina is seeking
ica's talkingest
should enter?

Welcome to Fulton . .
Swift's New Cheese Plant !
F

For the past 29 years we have
counted the Swift Plant as a Good
neighbor...and may the next 29
bring all of us much continued
happiness together.
Thanks for selecting our community for this fine industry!

9.50
9.50
9.50
4.50
:9.50
9.50
9.50
S.50
.Off

Be Sure to Attend

le 35

rs

OPEN HOUSE
at the Swift Plant Friday June 6:

THIS MESSAGE
Sponsored by the following Public-Spirited firms of Fulton:

e.
ir

at

at

IU

De

JUNE IS
• DAIRY MONTH
EAT PLENTY OF DAIRY
PRODUCTS FOR GOOD
HEALTH!

Compliments of

Mac & Fay
Flower Shop
Collinwood, South Fulton
Phone 49

Barnette
Tractor Co.
ALL TYPE of

Dewey Johnson
Insurance
Agency

DAIRY SUPPLIES
207 E. 4th — Phone 169 422 Lake St. — Phone is08

Duke's
Ky.Hardware
Auto Pada°. & Implement Co.

Compliments of

Fulton
Wholesale Florist

205 E. State Line

322 Walnut St.

Charles W.
Burrow

Phones 910 — 911

Phone 132

REAL ESTATE

Phone 803-3

Taylor

Ben Franklin

Irby's Fashion

Joe C. Powell

Chevrolet Inc.

Store

Shop

Limestone Co.

Union City Hwy.

•

A. C. Butts
and Sons
Grocery. Feed and Mill

Parisian Laundry Paul Nailling
& Dry Cleaners Implement Co.
Walnut SL—Phone 16
220 E. 4th Si. — Phone 14 314

Meacham's

King Motor Co.

Ky. Motor Co.

Market

PONTIAC DEALER

CADILLAC DEALER

West State Line

210 E. St. Line

208 Commercial Ave.
Phones 321 — 143

Phone 1267

Phone 1005

104 E. 4th — Phone 38

Congratulations from

200 Lake St.

Phone 158 307 Main St.

Gardner's Studio

Jackson Drug Co.

218 Commercial

311 Main St. — Phone 40

Phone 693

Free Delivery Service

Phone 540

Key Si. — Phone 322

Little Castle

Sawyer's Market

210 E. 4th — Phone 9156

234 E. 4th — Phone 75

woarearir...4111.440.6110111
t

•
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Tsarist Becomes M Near Fallon And
Is Befriended By Hickman Countians

nalai

ON Cita
Clinton, Ky , "I was a stranger, blood could be obtained from
Memphis, Tennessee.
and ye book me in . ."
The days and weeks since have
It had been a pleasant trip for
7aveas
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Gault at been long for Mr. and Mrs. Gault.
Moline, Illinois. Now they were His has been a courageotts strugreturning home after a brief vaca- gle to regain his feet - - he walktion in Florida and along the Gulf ed a bit for the first time on
Wish JIM PRYOR
Tuesday of this week.
coast to New Orleans.
earaei. Mims camel sawed
audnileid
daughters
in
four
Clinare
The
in
would
back
they
be
Soon
Moline with the children, Kimrny, ton now at the Jewell hotel, the
STOP THOSE HORN FLIES
two, Cindy, five, Kathy, thirteen, two oldest promoted by their
I have had several dairymen
and Judy, seventeen. Their daugh- schools without final exams, to be
ters were in good hands at home, with their father. If all goes well, within the last two weeks combut it would be good to have he expects to join them at the plain of having a slight drop in
them again in the hands that lov- local hotel this weekend for more milk production in this flush searest there before the Gault,fami- son. Chances are if the backs of
ed them most.
those milk cows are covered with
•
The Gault. station wagon was ly returns to Moline.
making good time, with Mrs. "I was sick, and ye visited small horn flies there is the anGault at the wheel, cruising north me . . ." Mrs. Gault, joined by swer to part of your troubles.
Horn flies get their name from
on US highway 51 just into Ken- her husband, who is still not
tucky north of Fulton. Mr. Gault, strong enough to engage in long
who had not been feeling too well conversation, is completely overwas lying down in the back seat whelmed by the friendliness and
hospitality of Hickman county
resting.
About two miles north of Ful- folk.
"I never dreamed there could
ton, Mr. Gault cried out to his
wife that he was deathly ill and be a place like this. If my husband
that she must stop the car. Some- could engage in his occupation
how she managed to pull the sta- here (he is purchasing agent for
tion wagon over on the side of, a division of Fairbanks-Morse in
the road and reach her husband's MOlOne) we would come here to
side to hold him as a massive make our home forever.
herrorrhage from internal bleed"And this hospital - - everyone
who has anything to do with the
ing gushed from his throat.
They were strangers by the side patfents here - that is, their care
of the road in a strange land, the and treatment as patients - they
life holding her deathly ill hus- couldn't be any better in the
band.
large hospitals in the large cities
Two young men from Hichrnan - - and their concern is personal
oaunty, Robert Rushing and Bill and full of love."
Carter, chanced to pass by and
She then began to name the
take them in, rushing the critical- people out of the hospital who
ly ill Wilfred Gault to the Clinton- have been so kind and friendly,
and Hickman County Hospital.
but a country newspaper editor
And so it was that the Gaults learned long ago not to try to
came to Clinton on May '4, with name any such people in print
the wife, trained in Red Cross unless all can be named.
first aid, holding her husband
But it is easy and pleasant to
erect to keep him from choking quote to the people of Hickman
to death on his own life's blood. county another verse from the
_"I was thirsty and ye gave use twenty-fifth chapter of Matthew
irink
. ."At the hospital, the ... "Verily I say unto you, "Inquick thinking of Helen Wisz and ammuelr as ye have done it unto
marha Workman and the profes- one of the least of these my
lonal skill of Dr. Horace Tits- bretken, ye have done it unto
worth, who was at the hospital
thin minutes of his call, took
over and administered the plasma
LATEST INDIAN RAIDS
to bring the patient out of shock
The Big Sandy Valley in East- - and Jos Weatherford, Gerald ern Kentucky was the lasO secHowell and Earl Bolin were tion of I he Commonwealth to exquickly found to give of blood perience Indian raids.
froth their own veins to give the
stranger another chance at life.
NAMED FOR IRONMASTER
And on the second day, the
Russell, named for John Russell
Rev. Lewis George, pastor of the of Ashland, one of the region's
First Christian Church here - - former ironmasters, lies directly
he nearest denomination here to opposite Ironton, Ohio, and is
he Gault's Congregationalist faith connected to that city by a high- - became the fourth donor until way bridge.

the feet that they are often found
around the horn area of the cow.
This, however, is not a must and
Mr. Horn Fly may loe found with
many of his buddies and relatives
on the backs shoulders and on the
bellies
cattle. The horn fly
actually sucks blood from the
cattle and irritates them so they
cannot graze normally. As a result beef cattle may fail to gain
weight properly and often lose
pounds as a result of the horn fly
infestation. Now in the dairy business cote bosse can drop up to 15%
in milk production during fly season.
Losses aren't necessary, for
horn flies are easy to control, if
the backs of cattle are sprayed
or dusted. All the cattle need not
be treated since the flies will
eventually land on a treated back.
It is much better however to treat
all cattle. In the dairy situation I
would say dusting is superior, it

a

doesn't make the cows nervous
and I think it will last longer
under normal conditions. Methoxychlor is the only dust or
spray that you can use OA dairy
cows. Other spray compounds
have • a more rapid knock-down
but methoxychlor will be found
outstanding as to lasting effects.
The dust may be sprinkled on
the cows after or during milking
and the next morning there will
be no horn flies. I don't know
just how long this will last because I just tried this last Thursday, but it is working just fine
thus far. The dry cows that didn't
get dusted are flyless too.
Beef cattle have a much wider
range for fly control ... Methoxychlor, toxaphene, DDT, and TDE
can all be used. It is best to use
a 5% solution in fuel oil or diesel
oil. These chemicals should not be
used with crankcase or lubricat-
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dark cherries. Enjoy this superb taste thrill
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today! Get our genuine ...

Jaycees Have
Meeting Thursday

The Rev. Alfred Maloney and
members of the board of Trinity
Episcopal Church paid Mrs. Hoyt
Moore Thursday afternoon at 2,
for land the church has purchased, on which to construct their
new church building.
The plot of land is located on
Cleveland Avenue in West Fulton.

The Fulton Jaycees met Thursday night at the
M. B. Or
rooms on lake Street for their
regular meeting, with President
C. D. Jones, residing
A guest at the meeting was
Bill Hale of Mayfield,- who is a
state vice-president of the or-

Attend CHURCH
Mg oils.
There are many methods of application from dripping cans to
power sprays. I think the backrubber is very effective provided
it is located in a shady place
where cattle loaf or near a watering place or salt box. The important thing is to just have it.

Among the subjects discussed
during the business session were
the talent show, the boat sales
and the membership drive coming up.
Everyone is urged to buy a
ticket on the boat the Jaycees
are giving away, as the money
raised will be used to pay off
the scoreboard, purchased by the
Jaycees for Memorial Stadium, .
Subscribe To The NSWS
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Church Buyi Land
For New Building

And now, Swift has demonstrated its confidence
in the Twin Cities and their area by locating here
a major addition to its local plant. . a cheese-manufacturing department that will buy all of the milk
that area farmers will provide it.

- Together!
For ihe past twenty-nine years the
Twin Cities of Fulton and South Fulton
have enjoyed the firm of Swift and Company as a friend, neighbor and companion in the growth and stability of the
communities and the area surrounding
them.
In its various departments of its local
plant, Swift has bought millions of dollars' worth of farm-produced goods
throughout this area. Its payrolls have
also contributed su. bstantially to the economic well-being of the community. We
have always been proud of our Swift and
Company plant, and are,,pleased to tell
them so.

The new cheese plant, installed at a cost that will
reach the six-figure bracket, has a capacity of
120,000 pounds of milk daily and is set up for expansion when needed. Modern equipment includes a
42,000 pound- capacity storage laik, new cheesemaking equipment and the most rapid and modern
unloading and handling facilities.

IMmai
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The Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of Commerce is
indeed pleased to congratulate Swift on this splendid
new addition to the area. With-sucl leadership, we
face the future with confidence.
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Now featured at all Pure Milk Company
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We believe in the future of the Ken-Tenn area as a major
milk producing market, providing a year-round steady income for milk producers, and utilizing our favorable climate
and good pastures to provide new, added wealth and wellbeim to our fine farm friends.
Kentucky farmers have taken advantage of new and growing markets for whole milk in growing numbers during the
last 30 years. In 1925 there were no cheese plants and no evaporated milk and ice cream manufacturers in the State.
OUR CONGRATULATIONS TO SWIFT AND COMPANY
on the opening of their new Cheese Plant in Fulton.This new
plant anticipates buying over a million dollars worth of milk
yearly from dairymen in the area, and will contribute tremendously to the farm economy in all of Western Kentucky
and Tennessee.

NSA'S

Be Sure to Attend

OPEN HOUSE

JUNE IS
DAIRY MONTH
EAT PLENTY OF DAIRY
PRODUCTS FOR GOOD
HEALTH!

at the Swift Plant Friday June 6:

THIS MESSAGE
Sponsored by the following Public-Spirited firms of Fulton:
Gillum Transfer Congratulations from
The Snack Shop
Company
Raw of Ow Food
Fulton

Mayfield

Congratulations from

Congratulations from

Brundige
Sausage Co.

Logan & Hicks
Stock Yards

401 E. St. Line
Phone 555

129 or 1907

Phone 794

51 By-Pass — Phone
,134 Morris St. — Phone 161

Smallman
Tin Shop

White Way
Service Station

Guttering---Down Spout-

TEXACO PRODUCTS

ang — Furnace Repairing 109 Paschall—Phone 9145
Olive St. — Phone 502

Lake St.
Liquor Store

The Coffee
Shoppe

Lake Street Ext.

Just good home-cooked

(Across from Coco-Cola
plant) — Phone 320

Food. In the heart of
town

"We also have plants of

Mac Ryan, Owner

200 Main St.—Phone 9197

all kind for sale."

Baldridge's

Mayor

Vincent's

Interstate Oil Co.

Variety Store

Milton Counce

Shell Station

Middle Road—Phone 255

408 Lake St.

320 Lake St. — Phone 90

South Fulton, Tenn.

E. 4th St. — Phone 9150

Randall Burcham. prop.

Phones 70 and 428

John E. Bard, prop.

J. W.Robertson
Gulf Service
Station
Eddings St. — Phone 1929

Jackson Brothers
Funeral Home
Dukedom, Tenn.

City Drug Co. Roper Television Fry's Shoe Store
306 Main St.—Phone 307 220 Lake St.—Phone 524
ZENITH TV
Shoes for the family
Sales and Service
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Six Escape
Serious Injuries
In Auto Wreck
Distracted By
Fire From Cigaratta,
Woman Wrecks Car
Six persons, including four
women and two children, escaped
serious injuries, in an automobile
accident about 6 p. m. Sunday at
the corner of Eddings and Fourth
Streets.
The group had been to Colurnbus Park and were returning to
their homes near McConnel. Mrs.
Ruth E. Cashion was driving the
1951 Ford.
As Mrs. Cashion started to
make the turn from Eddinp
Street onto Fourth Street, fire

Mesa Permit!
Maresig Ames
6 114- as
'
..ew down payment1100
and Easy Terms

BENNETT

ELECTRIC

from a cigarette fell on one of the
children, and she attempted to
brush it off. In doing so, she failed to straighten the car out of
Its turn and ran into the concrete
block wall around the yard of
Charles Robert Bennett. The car
overturned, pinning some of the
occupants underneath.
Whitnel's ambulance and city
police were called. The policemen, the deputy sheriff, Win
Whitnel, Happy Hogan and others
were able to right the car, so that
those trapped inside could get out.
No one was seriously injured and
none were taken to the hospital.
Occupants of the car besides
Mrs. Cashion were Mrs. Max
Johnson, Mrs. Cecil Mason, Mrs.
Elizabeth Baker and two children,
Ronnie and Debbie Cashion.

Leaves For 4-H
Camp This Week
Four Obion County 4-H members left Monday for the stilt:4-H conservation camp at Camp
Woodlee near McMinnville.
Attending the week-long 'amp
from South Fulton is Diane Gunter.
The camp places special emphasis on conservation of natural
resources and the training of recreational and handicraft leaders
and gives the members a chance
to meet other 4-H'ers from all
over the state.
.imaseamemmleillir

EXTRA VALUES
IN SUMMER SHOES

Men's Canvas Casuals
$3.99 values

$2.99

values to $4.99

$3.99
These are those smart extra
thick crepe sole oxfords with
cushioned innersole . . . plain

Mrs. Carey

are made with non skid rubber
soles, ankle patch and reinforced toe guard. Long wearing,
value packed. Black with white
trim. Sizes 8 to 10 vz

11 to

2, 21,2 to 6.

Men's and
women's sizes

$2.49
National Stores Corp.
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Xfotorro

Dayton V-Belts

EXCHANGE

1958 Model Coolerator

CAYCE NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Johnson
of St. Louis, Mo. spent the week
end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Johnson.
Master Scott Ammons of Memphis. Ten,n. is visiting his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Ammons.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodie Shelton of
near Clinton, Ky. were Sunday
afternoon guests of Mrs. Mayme
Scearce and Mrs. Effie Roper.
Mrs. Ethel Oliver and Mrs.
Vella Hammonds left Memphis,
Tenn. Monday by plane for
Akron, Ohio where they will visit
Mrs. Oliver's children and Mrs.
Hammonds' nieces and nephews.
Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
Daisie Bondurant and Clarice
were Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Burnette, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Burnette, Mr. and Mrs. Malcolrnn
Inman, Mrs. Jennie Brown of
Hickman, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Scearce
and sons of Evansville, Ind. spent
the weekend with Mrs. Mayme
Scearce.
Misses Jean and Jirdy Sloan of
Covington, Tenn. are spending
the week with their grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan.
Mr. and Mrs. Buren Hopper
of Chicago, Ill, spent the weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Hopper.
Centre College of Kentucky
will increase its tuition and fees
a total of $250.00, effective September, 1958, it was announced
here today by Centre's new
president, Thomas A. Spragens,
at a student convocation

FIELDS SERVICE STATION
MUFFLERS AND TAILPIPES — WHEEL BALANCING
SHOCK ABSORBERS
We have all brands of oil for people who specify certain kind of
oil. We also lubricate any make of car from 1938 to 1958. Chassis
lubrication, oil change, service air-filter, rotate tires, change oil
filter, drain and refill differential, adjust brakes, repack front
wheels, spark plugs, automatic transmission, reline brakes.

—PHONE 9163 —
WE BUY JUNK BATTERIES

•
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SPECIALS

Ares 6 to 11.

These rugged canvass shoes

Spots on yottr stainless steel
Mrs. 0. F
kitchen equipment can be removmilesimemosesm,
ed by rubbing the spots with a
We have another dreary lookOn May 30, a Paris District M.
ing morning rather cool too for Y. F. meeting was held in the cloth dampened in 'duet&r•
June.
form of a picnic at Paris LandMr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire ing. All M. Y. F. members from
were the Sunday dinner guests the Paris District were asked to
of the Oliver Taylor's.
attend. The purpose of the meet
Mrs. Evaiine Yates called on ing was to elect and install Paris
Mrs. Tennie House Saturday af- District officers for the coming
year.
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Cavender
The newly elected officers are:
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Don presiden t, Nancy Toliaferro,
Starks Sunday
Paris; vice-president, Ann DougMr. and Mrs. Billy J Herndon las, Murray; secretary, Nancy
and Belinda of Bowling Green Trevathan, Gleason; treasurer.
were the week end guests of their Tommy Field, Fulton; and publiparents, Mr and Mrs. Herndon, city chairman, Betty Winstead,
of Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs. Dresden.
A. T. Hicks and children.
Mrs. Hazel Ellegood and son, Demonstration At
Tremon D., of Arlington, and
Mrs. Jo Ann Ellegood of May- K. U. Office Today
field were the Sunday afternoon
A demonstration of meals from
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tremon the freezer, desserts and uncookRickman.
ed James will be held at the K.
a beautiful "new room"
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett U. kitchen today (Thursday) at
of Lone Oak visited his parents. 2 p. m.
lust ow day with
Mr. and Mrs. Pug Puckett SunMrs. Marie Holland, Home Deday.
Utlities.
monstrator for Kentucky
We extend our sympathy to the will conduct these demonstrarelatives of Miss Bertha Mitchell tions. The public is invited. There
who passed away Friday night will be door prizes.
MI DE LUX! LATIX WALL PAINT
in a Union City hospital.
• Easy to apply
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Scott of Jimmie Jackson in the loss of her
• One gallon does the
guests
Bridgeport, Ala., were the
brother, Mr. Pentecost, who passaverage room
of their parents, the Robert Scotts ed away suddenly in Detroit a
• Guaranteed washable
of Mayfield, and the Oliver Tay- few days ago.
• Dries in one hour
lors of near Dukedom.
• Latest colors
Mrs. W. L Rowland and Allie We have complete stocks
are visiting in Lone Dalt. this
week as guests in the Norman
See our complete line of
Pucketts home.
and accessories!
Wallpaper
visited
Rickman
Mrs. Tremon
for HOME and FARM
Mrs. Addle Casey and Lela Mae
one afternoon last week.
Machines
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor spent Tuesday of last week with Mr. W. L BENNETT ELECTRIC
FURNITURE CO.
Rowland and Addle.
FULTON Church St.
Fulton
Our sympathy goes out to Mrs PHONE 201

Save With These

brown heavy canvass uppers..

"
$1

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

Young men who would like to
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis had
to The Air
as a house guest the past week seek an appointment
cadet class enterAcademy
Force
Mr.
of
sister
Pritchett,
Mrs. Tee
should apply for
Mathis, Nashville, Tenn. Mrs. ing in June 1959
nomination as
Pritchett is 85 years of age and a Congreasional
possible, Major Joseph H.
gets around very active and is soon as
Air Force Academy liaienjoying her visit here very Newton,
son officer, said today.
much.
-The nomination period for this
Home coming was observed at
class
opened officially today," he
New Salem Baptist church the
added. "Although the period will
past Sunday and Rev. Arthur not end until next January 31,
Wilkerson, pastor, chose for his It is important to take action
subject "The Eternal Home com- early in order to be considered
ing". Many visitors were welcom- before Members of Congress fill
ed. The church received a hugh their nomination quotas."
glads arrangement from Mac and
Each U. 8. Senator and RepresFaye's florist in Fulton. Home entative may nominate eleven
grown red roses were contribut- zandidates to take the entrance
ed by members of the church. examinations for the Academy.
Basket lunch was spread on long Candidates must be at least 17
tables under the "Pines" at noon and not yet 22 years of age on
with plenty of iced tea.
July 1, 1959
The afternoon was spent in
Young men who would like to
Group singing and solo by Mrs. Inquire about requesting a noJabo Berryman, who was her own mination to the 1959 class mar
accompanist. Everyone enjoyed contact Major Newton at the Ritz
a day of fellowship, departing for Theatre or calling 2665 or 2960 in
their respective homes in the af- Hickman, Kentucky. Appointed as
ternoon.
an Air Force Academy liaison offMrs. Eric Cunningham and son, icer in this area, Major Newton
Charles
Mrs.
and
George E.,
Informs prospective candidates on
Smith and daughter, Melody Lee- application 'procedures, entrance
of Dresden, Tenn., spent Sunday examinations, and the Academy's
here with parents, Mr. and Mrs. program of education and trainEd Frields.
ing.
Mr. Johnnie Aberathy, Mrs.
Complete information on adTony,
son,
Gordon Fagans. and
mission procedures and cadet life
left a few days ago for their home is avallabble also In the Air
in Los Angeles, Calif. after ten Force Academy Catalog. Any indays vacation here among rela- terested person may obtain a copy
tives.
of the catalog by writing to the
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Donoho Director of Admissions, United
and children spent Sunday with States Air Force Academy, Dentheir brother, Roy Donoho and ver, Colorado.
The cadet class entering on
family near Martin, Tenn.
The Summer revival to be held June 26, 1969, will or educated
at New Salem Baptist Church and trained at the Academy's
will begin on June 29th which is permanent home near Colorado
of course much earlier than here- Spring's, Colorado
tofore. The set date was 3rd Sunday in July for many years or
most since the organizing of the
church. Pastor Arthur Wilkerson
will be assisted by Rev. Dempsey
Henderson, former pastor who
now lives in Gracey, Ky.
Velva Hawks, Jr. is indisposed
due to mumps, also Miss Bobbie
Rhodes fell victum the past week.
It is hoped that the outbreak of
mumps has passed, as farm work
has been at highest peak of the
year.
Most of the farmers got tobacco
transplanted, corn and beans
planted, garden worked out,
strawberries are harvested, and
other tasked completed for a few
days. The wheat crop is looking
excellent with a ripening cast already, when harvest time isn't too
far distant.

tee styles. Choice in blue or

Boy's Tennis Shoes

VINEGAR HELPS

Local Boy Is
Taylor •
District Officer

Are You Interested
Frields
• In Air Cadet Class
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AIR CONDITIONER
2 Ton - - $259.95
16,700 BTU
Compare and Save
at Wade's
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CHROME DINETTE
$49.50
$5.00 Down Delivers

•

$40.00

3-Piece

Trade-In Allowance on

.

GLIDER SET

SPEED QUEEN
Wringer Washers

All-Steel

$24.88

.
9

Nationally Advertised $69.50 Mattress --10 Year Guarantee
- - - - - - - - - - - $39.50
Only 7 To Sell

WADE

FURNITURE
COMPANY

"Trade with Wade and Save"

LAKE STREET

PHONE 103

FULTON, KY.
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Farm News,' Meetings, Events
(Its note: the following tn/ormatton, supplied THE NEWS
by the USDA. ASC, nearby Citunty Agents and
agricuitUral
agencies KAU be of sttecia1 interest to eroereseivc
farmer, in the
Ken-Teen area):
1958 WHEAT MARKETING
QUOTA REFERENDUM
Obion County wheat farmers
will help make an important decision when they vote June 20
in the national wheat marketing
quota referendum, C. C. Vaughn,
Chairman of the Obion County
Agricultural, Stabilization and
Conservation Committee, said today.

new room
day with

IX WALL PAINT

C at least two-thirds of the
growers who vote in the referendurn approve quotas for the 1959
crop, Mr. Vaughn explained, the
1959 wheat program will include
acreage allotments, marketing
quotas (with penalties on "excess" wheat) and price supports
at a minimum aationalaiverage of
$1.81 per bushel, or 75 percent of
•
parity.
If the quota& are not approved
by at least two-thirds of those
voting, there will be no market-

ing quotas or penalties, but allotments will remain in effect as a
means of determining eligibility
for price support. The price-support rate would be about $1.20
per bushel, or 50 percent of isarity, as provided by law.
Chairman Vaughn pointed out
that wheat marketing quotas and
acreage allotments operate only
in commercial wheat States—
those with allotments of more
than 25,000 acres. Tennessee has
an allotment of 198,181 acres for
the 1959 wheat crop.
Growers eligible to vote in the
referendum are those who will
be affected by the wheat quotas
If they become effective. This,
farmers who will have 15 acres or
less of wheat for harvest as grain
in 1959 and those who are taking
part in the 1958 feed wheat program are not eligible to cast ballots in the 1959 wheat quota referendum on June 20.
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Fulton County farmers have
been producing about 16,000 acres
of soybeans worth approximately
$800,000.00 which makes this crop
second to cotton in economic
value. The following are some
pointers for improving yields.
Planting Time — Soil Temperatures should be above 65 degrees
and day length about 14 hours.
•
Varieties — Use Clark Perry
and Ogden on hill land. Use
Ogden and Lee on bottom land.

DM WHEAT MARKETING
QUOTA REFERENDUM

° YOte
7
SWOP

Obion County farmers were reminded today that wheat growers
eligible to cast ballots in the June
20 referendum on 1958 wheat
quotas are those who would be
subject to the marketing quota
program if it is approved.
"The meaning of the term "eligible voter' is only slightly differnet frdm what il was in last year's
vote on quotas for the 1958 wheat
crop, C. C. Vaughn, Chairman of
the Obion County Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
Committee, declares. "This change
results from new legislation which
provided a feed wheat program
and in effect modified the wheat
marketing quota- provisions."
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To Attend
Conference June 6

of leducaUon, and the youth choir
of the First Methodist Church
Dyersburg, Tenn.

A

Over 1,000 Methodist young
June 6: Mrs. Anna Linton, Mrs. people are expected to attend the
John F. Kizer, Bobby Bowls, annual youth conference of the
Mrs. Ruby Nellser; June 7: Tom- Methodist Memphis Conference at
my Gatlin, Ginger Cutler, Billy Lambuth College in Jackson June
Homra, Miss Ella Rankin, Mrs. S.
Juanita Wilson, Janice Strayhorn, Featured on the program will be
Mrs. Joe Bennett, Jr., Mrs. Arch an address by the Rev. Jameson
Huddleston, Barbara Davis; June Jones, Nashville, an executive
8: Barry Strong, Mrs. F. D. Phil- with the MeV...dist General Bosir!
lips, Delewis Polsgrove, Dee Ann
Hitchcock, Bobby Hastings; June
9: Carrcl E. Lowe, Jack Baldwin,
Gwinn Pirecy, G. B. Butterworth,
J. E. McNatt, Mrs. Norman Terry,
Louise Hancock, Mrs. Roy Fields,
Walter Mischke, Sr.; June 10:
Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr., Dale Cummings, Wayne Latta, Belinda
Newton; June 11: Mrs. G. S. McDade, Cathy Cash, Jake Huddleston, Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr.;
June 12: Sandra Stephenson, Mrs.
Charles Jones, Rev. Dan C. Whitsett, Beverly Hancock, E. E.
Brown, Jerry Hart, Wallace Morelock, Mrs. James Shields, Vera
McDaniels.

PRISON INDUSTRIES
Prison Industries of the Commonwealth are operated at both
the State Reformatory and the
State Penitentiary. Tfie purpose
of the industries program is to
aid in the rehabilitation of the
inmates who work in the Prison
plants.

Planting Rates: — Determined
by row-spacing and drill rates in
the row. Early maturing varieties
such as Lincoln and Wabrsh will
yield well in 28-to-30-inch rows;
Perry and Clark will require 32to-36-incb rows; Ogden and Lee,
36-inch rows. Rate in row, about
8 to 14 viable seed per foot de- LAW RELAXED FOR
pending on seed-bed, seed ger- WHEAT GROWERS WHO
minating factor, etc.
EXCEED ALLOTMENTS
• Planting Depth: — Based on
Farmers who must decide soon
moisture conditions; one inch is
deep enough unless moisture level whether to dispose of excess
is deeper. Pack seeds by drill wheat acreage and comply with
their acreage allotments received
wheels or cultipacker.
news today that the 1958 wheat
Inoculation: — Use commercial
allotment may be exceeded withculture of nitrogen-fixing bacteria
out reducing the farm wheat acreIf placed on soils that have not
age history for 1958. This is the
had an inoculated soybean crop
result of a special law just passwithin the last three years. Do
ed, according to Roy Bard, Fulnot use chemical seed treatment
ton County Agricultural Stabilias fungicides may also kill the zationand Conservation Commit- Local People May
Enter Fishing Contest
bacteria.
inoculated
tee Chairman.
Cultivation: — Cultivate shalMore Kentucky fishermen than
The new law relaxes provisions
low to control weeds. Use rotary
will be anglhoe or spiketooth harrow when of another law passed last year, ever, this summer,
under which farms with wheat ing for Largemouth Bass, Smallbeans are small.
BlueFertilization: — In general, soil acreage in excess of the allot- mouth Bass, Crappie and
gill.
have
credit
received
would
ment
made.
be
tests should
only for the albatment in the
Weed Control: — Plowing the farm's wheat history. The purPrizes for the heaviest fish
land, allowing a weed crop to pose of this change, Mr. Bard caught and registered in each
come up, and then disking the said, is to limit the extent to category will be given by Ashweeds down (before plating seed) which individuals and areas may land Oil and Refining Company
is helpful. When annual weeds build up larger allotments by and Aetna Oil Company, it was
are very troublesome, certain overplanting. However, the law announced today.
Butler system lets you both store and dry your grain for
herbicides may be sprayed in 12
was not passed until August 1957
obtainhe
can
details
Complete
more than cost of storage alone. Saves the cost of
over
little
centered
bands
to 14-inch
and many farmers overplanted
Aetna
crop dryer ... costs only pennies a day to operthe rows at planting time to con- winter wheat without having ed at all Ashland Oil and
separate
service stations, and will be
trol these weeds for 3 to 5 weeks.
work .. . just one grain handling operation
Saves
ate.
heard of the change.
broadcast each Thursday evening
two when separate dryer is used. Complete
of
Instead
radio
statewide
-station
If soybean planting.is delayed
over a 23
FEED
1958
IN
-WHEAT
CHANGE
program
of Butler bin, perforated drying floor or
vari-season
consisting
units
well into June, full
. . on the
network
eties are recommended rather APPLICATION DATE
"Kentucky Fishing Forecast"
ducts and high volume Force-Aire fan available for evthan the early-maturing varieties.
ery type of crop or moisture condition. Fully field tested.
Roy Bard, Chairman Fulton
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excess
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LOW COST WAY TO DRY
high moisture grain

Butler STOR-N-DRY System

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS

...when you have controlled heat
•

APPLIANCES
No guesswork!
No worrying!
Set them . . . forget them!

You'll enjoy time-and-work-saving convenience
... plus economy, and cooler, cleaner, safer cooking when you let controlled-heat electric appliances do the work for you. Automatically controlled temperatures never get too hot, or too cool, but just right for perfect flavor and perfect results. Just pre-set temperatures and the automatic
electric heat does the cooking safely, easily.

I

rantee
$39.50

W OPERATING COSTS . . .

Only A Few Pennies A Day
Choose Your Modern Electric Housewares
From Your Dealer Today!
Pow. Imo
Cisa
Ilectris Remo
'U.S

Feed Blond...
Flew Pehshe,
Pwww Tools
Porteble TV

Wiring that provides
FULL HOUSEPOWER is on
investment in Better Living.
Ask your electrical contractor about
HOUSEPOWER or see us for cs fro*
HOUSEPOWER rating for your horn,.

roN, ICY.
nmeimmik

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

'NEW.01FARM' WHEAT
ALIAYTMENT MUST BE
SOUGHT BY JULY 1

JUNE IS
DAIRY
MONTH

p.1/1.

SALUTE THE
DAIRY
INDUSTRY

A farmer on land on which no
wheat was seeded for any of the
years, 1956, 1957, and 1958, may
apply on or before July 1 for a
"new farm" wheat acreage allotmeut for the 1959 winter wheat
crop, Chairman Roy Bard of the
Fulton County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee said today.
Even if wheat was produced on
the farm in 1958, the farm is still
considered a new wheat farm if
it did not have a 1958 allotment,
and the farmer must apply at the
ounty Office as a new producer,
Mr. Bard said.

WE

STARLITE DRIVE-IN
Falton-Union City Highway

'444

THUR-FRI. JUNE 54
FIRST RUN IN
UNION 17411Y AEEA
(Starts"Iet 9.201 THE HAPPY ROAD
With Gene Kelley
also
FRANCES IN THE
HAUNTED HOUSE
'With Mickey Rooney
SATURDAY, JUNE 7
(Starts at 9151
DECISION AT SUNDOWN
With Randolph Scott
also
(Starts at 7:40 and '
10:40)
MAN IN THE VAULT
With Anita Ekberg
SUN-MON., JUNE 8-9
(Starts at 0:15)
HOW TO MURDER
A RICH UNCLE
Wth Charles Coburn
also
(Starts at 7:40)
FIRST RUN IN
UNION ITT AREA
TORERO
With Louis Procuna
TUES-WED., JUNE 18-11
(Starts at 9:20)
' APRIL LOVE
With Pat Boone
also
(Starts at 7:40)
STRANGE INTRUDER
With Ida Lupino

NEI

t;Illtott

IIM

To all our friends and neighbors engaged in the
business of supplying our community and nation with dairy
foods.. . we extend heartiest thanks during this Dairy Month
for a job well done! •

CITY NATIONAL BANK
"THAT STRONG BANK'
MEMBER F. D. I. C.

•

CLASSIFIED ADS
s.LL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.

WASH 'N WEAR
Summer Suits

REPAIR SERVICE
RADIO AND TV
Any make--any model

WOOD & PRUITT TV
Mflin St.

Phone 211

Authorized RCA-Victor
Sales and Service

Variety of Patterns
Variety of Fabrics I

$29.95

SEE US

Wash 'N Wear Slacks
$8.95 to $9.95

Before You Purchase
Your Seed and
Fertilizer Needs

RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
116 Main

•

Phone 235

Top-Quality Field Seeds
and Fertilizer

VrrENTION: Ladies in Water
Valley, Crutchfield, Pilot Oak,
SOUTHERN STATES
Cuba, Lynnville, Cayce, DukeFulton go-Operative
dom: for profitable part-time
work. Must have 18 'hours 201 Central Ave. Phone 399
available to earn $41.30 m these
special areas; no experience
needed.
Write Mrs. Betty
Piercy; P. 0, Box 1006, Jackson, Tennessee, or phone Jackson 2-1889 after 8:00 p. m. If
rural area, include direction to
home and phone number.
SPECIAL: Speed queen washers,
slightly used $59.95; oak round
tables and six chairs $27.50 at
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Trade with Wade and Save; 112
Main Street, phone 478.

AIR CONDITIONER
SPECIALS!
1958 MODEL
GIBSONS
1-ton, 9,400 BTU
$179.95
2-Ton, 17,400 BTU
$259.95

BURNETTE
TRACTOR COMPANY
•ith St.

Phone 169

HOME furnishings: good gas
stove $40.00; buffets $15.00 to
$17.50 at Wade's Used Furniture
Store. Trade with Wade and
Save. 112 Main Street, Phone
478.

Wade TV Service
Phone 126
106 Main
Fulton, Ky.
Motorola-Capitol-RCA
HiFi, tape recorders

record players
Complete selection
of RECORDS
Pops--clds,sical-gospel

1

Join our Record Club
Buy 10-get one free
We sell ALL brands TV,
:adios, Hi-Fi and recorders

FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

WADE' FURN. CO.
Phone 103

Fulton, Ky.

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance cm
Our 3-PAY PLAN

41% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
86% in 6 MONTHS
, N. Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 - 160

Wick Smith Agency

FREE ESTIMATES

(Values to 60c roll)

B. J. PRITCHARD,

•••

Call 1672
400 East Main Street
Fulton, Ky.

Exchange Furniture Co.
Church Street
Fulton

SMILEY"Continued trout Page One
Cadallic convertible.
A few years ago Smiley took
several entertainers along to help
do the show, but when there
wasn't time to do all the things
and the audience knew Smiley

that the entertainers were sent
home and Smiley was left to do
the show all by himself.
Smiley has made 170 pictures.
In his show Smiley did several
effects like outboard
sound
motors, flies, bees, airplanes and
racing cars.

We bought a close-out stock of Shoes at bargain
prices and are passing the savings on in you. Hurry
in, today!

FLORSHEIN MEN'S SHOES . .

$12.95 pr.

(all sizes; widths a. b. c, d, al

FREEMAN MEN'S SHOES
$10.00 pr.
Various Well Known Brands of Ladies Shoes
We also have hundreds of pairs of Factory returns; famous brands; fraction of cost; men's.
women's. children's.'

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP
212 Main Street

•

Fulton

Congratulations, Swift and Company, on the
opening of your new Cheese plant in Fulton!

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
-InsuranceList your
Farm and town Property
with the
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.

--ir-et...6----

LI LT IN
-a

tb

P

WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLP001
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
AIR CONDITIONERS

MOTORCYCLES: new and used.
Barney Comer, 405 Perry
Street, Metropolis, Illinois.

BEAUTYREST
11-YEAR RESEARCH PROVES DEEPER,
SOUNDER SLEEP ON BEAUTYREST!
Scientific tests were conducted in laboratory sleep rooms.
Actual people slept on all leading types of mattresses.
The findings: Beautyrest gave longer periods of
sound, unbroken sleep. Beautyrest independent
coil action lets you sleep relaxed . . wake
up wonderful!

12

Friday & Saturday
TWO -ACTION H-I-T-S

oni

For The

• •

,

TRADE • NOW

H&M
TELEVISION

i
...11),

•

BEST
Inadesteni

and

ft

' US

IA

CLEANEST

ILOODI

:.

USED FURNITURE

.4„, ,

A.I,'

.

littilltil• MINI

WANTED

buy it at

Bookkeper and
Salesman •

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

How To Swim!

Sun.-Mon.& Tues.
4-0-0.4.......

FORD
SHIRLEY AllycLIBE
„ .
GLENN

Write to Box
487
Fulton, Ky.

Church Street

NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.
ATTENTION: All Club and
church organizations desiring
to raise money: write the
Brockwell Irvine Collaboration,
Service; Fulton, Kentucky, general delivery.

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Car&

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-.1

be -

Fulton

Fulton

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone 1556
Union City
(Comple‘e stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders.---Snecial orders

Announcement
Announcing the Additional
Service of providing
PRESCRIPTION WEARING
AID GLASSES
in our office. For appointment
Call 84

Dr. R. V. Putnam
Dr. Shelton Owens

• •.*:
„, .•
Tiwy called I
..him the

STRANGER
WITH A
GUN..
• Jr,.
...,.....
PA W
Ivo,
>.......----SOtl.

At $79.50 Beautyrest is the least expensive of all mattresses In durability
tests Beautyrest stood up 3 times longer than any other. Come in and see
this famous Simmons masterpiece. For both comfort and long life it's your
very best mattress buy. Choice of either Standard or Extra Firm.

----In-

Ulf 11/1101
IIICIV SMXIMIENI
•insolosirISIMMIE1
Is 1144 see. ,
, -News- Cartoon

& TEASEE TEST!!

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
-4 Floors of Fine Furniture"
Walnut St.
Phone 185
Fulton

.111,11.11•411.110
1.1001•111.11110001.1104.11,10.
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Long Terms-Easy Payments

Free pickup and delivery
in city.
---CASHION'S
Specialized Service
Phones 559 and 459
111 Fast State Line
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FARM LOANS

SPRINGTIME IS
See them when you want
Lawn Mower Time !
to BYTY OR SELL.
---•
Expert engine tune-up and ,Re Main
Phone 5
St. .
mower sharpening.

RENT - - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

I

SPECIAL LOT
CLOSEOUT
WALL PAPER
29c ROLL

Roger Dale Nance, all of Fulton.
loses Heapital:
Dana Puckett, David Puckett,
Mrs. Sam Elliston, Mrs. W. R.
The following were patients in
Day. Mrs. Howard Hutchens and
the local hospital, Wednesday
baby, Robert and John Forsee,
morning, June 4.
and Lana Jo Counce, all of FulHillview Illespital:
ton. Mrs. Susan Brundige, DresMrs. Wesley Bolin, Arlington; den; Mrs.
Willie Lou Brann,
L. E. Watkins, Dukedom; Billy Water
Valley.
Watkins, Dukedom; Mrs. Jessie
Hedge, Dukedom; Mrs. Clarence Fulton Hospital:
Mrs. Charlie Bohn, Hickman;
Council, Martin; Mrs. Raybon
Brame, Water Valley; Bill Camp- Mrs. Nora Ray, Wingo; Mrs. J.
bell, Paducah; Mrs. W. C. Pruett, Patterson and baby, Water Valley;
Union City; Karen Tarkington, Mrs. J. J. Cruce. Cayce; E. C.
Mrs. W. A. Robertson. J. C. Witt, Collier, Wingo; Mrs. Haywood
Mrs. Hassell Williams, Mrs. Perry Crump, Arlington; Mrs. Luther
Weems, Mrs. William Harrison, C. Phillips, Martin: Bill Jordan,
W. French, Mrs. Edgar Avery and Mayfield; T. L. Dowdy, Clinton;
James Vaughn, Wingo: Mrs. W.
I AM NOW representing the J. Faulkner, Trimble; Sandra
Greentiekl Monument Works Hale, Crutchfield, Harold Shadand will appreciate the oppor- wick, Columbus; Mrs. Raymond
tunity to show you our beauti- Pewitt, Ray Miller, Fred Lawful line of memorials. Tom renre, Brenda Smith, Mrs. James
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.
Clark and' baby, Mrs. • Jerome
Mulcahy and baby, Mrs. Guy Irby,
IRON
ORNAMENTAL
Mrs. •R. V. Putnam, Sr., Mrs.
George . Crafton, Mrs. Orville
Yard Markers and Name Plate.
Porch Railing, Wrought Iron or Smith, Mrs. Bessie Stratton and
Mrs. George Speight, all of FulCasting.
Porch Columns, Wrought Iron or ton.
Casting.
Attend CHURCH
Step Railing, Wrought Iron or
Casting.
•
Lawn Furniture

HOSPITAL NEWS

Across From Browder Mill office

rOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- 202 Lake St
Fulton
chine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum clean- THE
BEST deals are "Taylorers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Made." See Ellis Heathcott or
Phone 35, Church Street.
Dan Taylor at Taylor Chevrolet.
Phone 38.

WE

CHEVROLET owners use genuine
Chevrolet parts for beet performance $ervice satisfaction.
Available in Fulton only at
Taylor Chevrolet Company,
"Your Authorized Chevrolet
Dealer in Fulton". Lake Street,
phone 38.

WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes Modern equipment, BARGAINS: Living room suites
experienced workmen. Write
$27.50 to $120.00; good wheel
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
chair for rent: 9x12 rugs for
Fulton, Ky
$4.88 to $9.95 at Wade's Used
Furniture Store. Trade with
t•'OR THE BEST beal vn Otfice
Wade and Save. 112 Main
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
Street, phone 478.
See James 0. Butts at The
Harvey
Caldwell
Co., NEW, FREE details, CHECKDRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
MATE, a check protector which
Phone 674. We trade for your
positively safeguards against
old equipment.
check raising, forgery or tampering. Sample $1.50. Agents
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
territories open. LAVINE ENand automatic models, $139.95
TERPRISES, DEPT. CD, Box
and up. Sales and service.
101, Harvey, Illinois.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

'IANO tuning, $7.50. We also do TV ANTENNAS: We installexpert rebuilding, reconditiontrade-repair and move. Get
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
our prices. We sem ice all makes
Company, Union City, Tenn.
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
.

NOTICE
I, U. E. Garrison. Sheriff o
Fulton County, Kentucky, or on
of m$ Deputiea, will oq McsaeklY
June 9, 1958, beginning et the
hour of 10:00 o'clock A. AL Ce
tral Standard Time, at the North
Door of the Courthouse in the
City of Hickman, County of Fulton, State of Kentucky, sell the
following described personal property of Alice Dunn and James
Dunn: To the highest and best
bidder:
1-1952 Ford car
Style Body-2 Door Club
Coupe
Model No. 60 B.
Motor Number 126370.
Fulton County License No.
1958-351-537.
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